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EXYCUTlVB  SUHHARY

Borne ten years heva passed since the importance of early warning was
recognized  by the General Assembly. Hou3ver,  the mass movements of people
have been increasing and have become a oorious  concern of the international
conmwmity. Time has come for the United Nations system to take a concerted
action to strengthen its capacity in anticipating such events.

Mass movements of people are affected by multiple and complex factors and
their early warning requires an intersectoral and multidisciplinary  approach.
This rcyort focuses on the co-ordination of activities which may contribute
to the development of an effective early warning systenr for possible refugee
flows. It reveals that the potential of organisations of the United Wations
system is immense given their widespread representation in the world and their
involvement, either direct or indirect, in various root causes of refugee
flows. Many  organisations have already developed various techniqueo  and
methods to monitor certain factors within their mandate. However, octivitiee
related to early warning ara not rpell co-ordinated in the light of the
fragmentation and decentralization  of work of the United Uations system.
The report advocates the establistment  of an effective early warnin  system
of possible refugee flows through aood system-wide co-ordination.

After examining relevant aspects of the issue, the authors conclude that
there is a need to introduce early warning as a regular component of work in
the United Uations system in a co-ordinated manner. To this end, the report
offers concrete, precise and impL8mentabLe  recosun8ndetfons  both at in-house
and inter-agency levels. The most important concern  the designation of a
central focal point within the United Wations system for monitoring refusee
flows and the establishment of a consultative mechanism. If implemented,
they would greatly increase the capacity of the United Uations system in
early warning by making use of exfsting  infraotructure and resources.
Organizations  of the Unitsd Yations  system are provided good opportunities
to act together to achieve such a noble soal. The authors believe that such
measures would create the conditions for the United Yetions system to address
the events more efficiently and effectively before the worst occurs, thereby
saving human lives and diminielhing  damages. It  is  their  conviction that
this is in accordance with the spirit expressed in the Charter of the
United riotions.
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I. IYTRODUCTIOU

1. The Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) included in ite work pro&r- for
1989-1990  a study on the co-ordination of activities related to early wamin8
of possible refugee flow on the baeie of a proposal by the United Yations.

packnrounq

2. The ma88 movemente  of pOpUhhiOn,  either refugees or dieplaced persons,
have become one of the main concerns of the international cozmwnity.
The number of refugee8 and displaced peroono  counted for eome 14 to over
I5 million for each category in 1989. Once the evento  occur, numerous  o-on0
and organisations  of the Unibed Uationo oyotem  take meaeurea to provide
aeeietance and wpport to remedy the problem faced by theoe people.
Yet, the inCreaSing  number of refuaeeo  and dioploced  person0  su88eeto  that
theee  efforts have been useful  but not cufficient. Such  aooiptance and
eupport,  which are very complex and costly, would have been even more
efficient had the information  been known beforehand, thereby preventin
disaster oituationo  and minimioin8  damaaeo. Eerly warnin io not  yet  a
regular component of uorlr  in the United Uationo eyetear where even its concept
io not very familiar. Thus, there is a need to otren8than  and re-emphaoize
the capacity of the United Wationo  eyotem to anticipate maoe flow of refuaeeo.

3. Such IMOO movemento of population are cawed by multiple and complex
factors, either man-ma6e  or natural, ranair. from ware and armed conflictr,
invaoiono  and aggreooiono, violationo  of human riahto,  forcible expulsiona,
economic and oocial factors, natural dioaotere,  to degradation in the
environment. Thio indicates that early wanin requireo  interdectoral  and
mrltidiociplinery  approach.

4. For the United Nationa  oyotem to deal with maoa  movepronto  of people,
early warni-  is indispensable. Early warnina, firmly established, io a oolid
management tool for preparedneoo, whereby advance knowle48e  of the potential
mats8 movemento of people would better prepare the concerned entities of the
united U&ions eyotem  to take appropriate action and meaeureo effectively and
eff ic ient ly ,  a8 well a9 for prevent ion.

5. The term “refugees” referred to in thio report cover@ the lor8e-scale
maoe movementa  of people, externally  and aloo internally A/, who involm&arily
leave their homeo for whatever reaoon.

fivrwoacheo

6. Thio report focuoes on the co-ordination of the United lationo oyrtem in
respect of early warning of poooible refugee flouu. The main QrOblm  Of early
tmning in refugee matter@ io not the lack of information. RatLur, it, ir how
to make available the existin information to feed into a policy decioion-
mekin proceoo . An the work of the united Uations  io dccentralired and
frayaented, ito activities which could contribute to early warnina  of poooible
refugee flowa are subject to gd hoc efforts without adequate co-ordination.

/ . . .
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It is from this perspective that the Inspectors established an anatomy to
examine how co-ordination with regard to early warning of refugee flows could
be improved. Thus, all the &apters deal  with exploring measures for better
co-ordination to develop the early warning capacity of the United Uations
system.

Ob3ectives

7. The main objectives of this study are: to review the actual and possible
involvement of various entities of the United Uatione  system in the activities
which may contribute to early warning of possible refugee flows; to COnsidQr
their ongoing co-operation in this area of activity; to examine methods and
practices to transmit, process and evaluate the information available so as
to issue early warnings with a view to exploring possibilities for better
co-ordination; and to reconm\end  practical measures to increase early warning
capacity of the United Wetions  system in the field of refugee flows.

SCOU$

3. Within the mandate of JIU, the Inspectors undertook a management study on
the subject. Thus, the scope of this study is limited to managerial aad
administrative aspects. The areas of investigation are: organization of work;
co-ordination (internal co-operation; inter-agency arrangements, etc.);
transmission of information; management of relevant data; methods of
processing informstion; and use of new teChnOlOgy. Therefore, this report
deals with the information already at hand without entering either into the
s tage  of col lect ion of information, or into that of policy-making process.

Timeliness

9. The submission of this report to the General Assembly coincides with
that  of  the  Secretary-General’s  report  to  the  forty-f i f th  sess ion of  the
General Assembly in conformity with its resolution 441164, on the strengthened
role that the Secretary-General could play in undertaking early warning
activities especially in the humanitarian area. ltoreover,  th i s  s tudy  i s
prepared at the outset of the International Decade for Uatural  Disaster
Reduction (IDblDR)  which was proclaimed by the General Assembly of the
United Blations  in  1907 in  i t s  resolut ion 42/169 21,

Hethodolonv

10. The Inspectors held discussions with the officials concerned of entities
of the United Uations end specialized  agencies. Relevant documents and
msteriale were collected and analysed. To examine the field-level
co-operation, a questionnaire was sent to offices located outside of
Headquarters. Base4 on this information, consultative missions were held to
some of these offices. The information obtained was further assessed and
evaluated so as to draw conclusions. Before finalizing  the report, the draft
was sent to all the concerned organizations for comments and verification.

_Acknowledaement

11. The Inspectors wish to express their gratitude to those officials they
met and who provided them with useful information. They are also very
grateful to the offices and organizations for their contributions to the
questionnaire by supplying interesting comments and information.
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XI. POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR A CO-GRDIRATED  RARLY  UARRIRG  SYSTEM

A. Concept of early warnirq

12. Early warning means an action to notify beforehand. As the term
indicates, early waning  constitutes an alerting function, not a mere
foreca8tir.g  or projection endeavour. A8 a management tool (see pare. 41,
it can be used during the pl’anntng process resulting in preparedneea  for
actions by the concerned entities prior to the eruption of events, thereby
avoiding taking pgst facto measures. Informsrtion should be made available for
early warning purposes whether the events can be predicted or not, since the
predictability can be seen only when early warning exorcise is completed.
The preventability of events should not be questioned either, since it belongs
to the mandate of political decision-makers who will decide on actions or
non-actions to take depending on the situation. A piece of infommtion  or an
event, which may have a value as early information but should be distinguished
from early warning, could not always be sufficient as iaunad?ate  and direct
input to early warning. In principle, early warnings  which identify high
risks should be issued only as a result of analysis and evaluation of a
certain mount of information made available. Instead  Of emphasisin effect@,
the  re levant  information  should contain  both general  and s p e c i f i c  aspects
of the situation, particularly by addressing underlyinB root causes 21.
Root causes should bo examined in the 1iRht  of factor@ (called indicators)
which could provide indication for early warnLng. ReceLvinB raw mPterLaL8
does not lead directly to early warning. Only when data are systematised,
classified and organised for retrieval end analysis, would they conotitute
the rudiments of early warning A/. The question mey be raised “how early”
the inf ornwtion  should be. It may vary from a short-range to a long-term
perspective. What is essential is that relevant information be made
available well in advance.

13. Among various facets of the concept of early warnina,  one is directed
towards developing contingency planning for refugee flows. This refers to the
use of information  to evoke active responses from organisations which need an
effective early response system. Another facet is victims and damaBe
prevention 51 which can be efficient and effective only if tackled before the
events erupt.

14. Basic  const i tuents  f o r  ear ly  warnina  as  considered in  this  s tudy are:
(i) relevant and publicly available information; (ii) transmission of
information; ( i i i )  proceeaing,  analys is  and evaluat ion of  information;
end (iv) management of data.

(i) Relevant and Ptiblicly  available information

IS. Any indications of developing situations which could lead to the mass
movement of people is information relevant to early warning of refugee flows.
Information  may take different forms: raw or analysed data, a Biven event,
hiPtorica1 background, information which contains early watninB  identi-
f i ca t i on ,  e t c . Before its transmission to Headquarters, the officials

/ ‘ . ‘
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should consult with colleaguea or other offices in the same country or region
and even with their reapectivc Headquarters in order to verify its relevance
and aigntf  icance. They should meke 8 primary aaseaament and coauaent  on the
inf oruiet.  ion. Staff should be properly informed, trained and made aware  of the
iarportence  of early warning which should fotm part of their wcrk. The central
office should provide them with criteria for aaaeaament, specific indicators,
the type and formets of the information required, etc.

(ii) Tranaimiseion  o f  information

16. The relevant information should be transmitted to the central and/or
appropriate off ice as soon as possible. A rapid transmission of infomation
may be assured by the use of new technology and a good, large network.
This is more relevant in case of emergencies. The frequency of transmission
could be detenined according to the type of information require3 (e.g. daily,
weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.). In the event that the transmitted infor-
mation wsa found to be incomplete or ineccurat5, the recipient  of  infonnstion
should  request the senders for clarification and completion with additional
elements. In this process, these offices should consult other offices before
retransmitting the information concerned. Furthern;*re,  special arrangements
are necessary for emergencies (see paro. 112).

(iii) Proc_c_esinn.  analys i s  and evaluat ion of  informstion

17. Upon the receipt of Lnfometkon, the central office should f irat proceed
to its processing. This requires the aelection and classification of
infonnstion  on each indicator as debeloped  by the central office in order to
f i l t e r  t h e  infcrmatiop  -.sceived. The selected and classified infomtion
should be coded and rated (quantitatively or qualitatively) according to the
establ i shed cr i ter ia . Depending on the methods chosen, such processed
inforrPetion could be presented in diagrams, tables, charts or in a descriptive
manner.

18. The processsd information must be analysed and evaluated for feeding into
the monitoring procedure &ich consists of information directly applicable to
poss ible  s i tuat ions. It is only after thia evaluation that warnings could be
given to detect refugee-producing situations by identifying vulnerability
to different factors and high risks of possible movements of people.
The analysis and evaluation of the processed information would require
the examination of all relevant data (i.e. historical, current and advance
infonnetion) which should be evaluated within the specific context, bearing in
mind that the interlinkage  of indicators varies widely from country to country
or region to region. In particular, this function should be entrusted only to
those who are specifically trained for thia purpose without relying too rmch
on computers which should only be used for providing aaaiatarrce.

19. Before finalizing  analysis and evaluation of the processed information,
interim steps msy be taken in order to obtain supplementary and missing
elements f ram the senders of informstion. Besides requesting further
infonnetion through communication means, quick missions may be envisaged
to the off ices outside of Headquarters for this purpose.

20. The final reaul’  of early warning should include scenarios which are
likely to take place in order to demonstrate how serious the situation could
be. They may be accompanie? by possible recoaunendationa  to decision-makers

/ . . .
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fcr measures to be taken (i.e. good offices, contacts with Governments,
sending investigation mieeions  , discreet diplomacy, preparation for
a s s i s t ance ,  e t c . ) . Consideration should also be given to which offices and
organisations of the United Wetions  system should be referred to for action
by them. In fact, they should be consulted in this evaluation phase.

( iv)  Wanaaement  of  data

21. Presenting the evalu.mted information to decision-mskera, together with
the processed and relevant inform&ion, would make it necessary ti establish
and manage appropriate data by the competent offices. Decision-makers would
inevitably require such data which can be retrieved at any time. As the
situation develops, such data should be updated, stored and transmitted.
The establishment and management of relevant data and databases, in particular
by the use of new technology, should be given a very high priority in order to
effectively and efficiently develop and increase the early warning capacity of
the United lotions.

B. Development of early warnina with renard  to refugee outflows
in the orincfral  organs  of the United Wetions

22. In the last years, the highest authorities and principal organs of the
United Wationa have paid serious attention to a preventive and forthright role
by the United Wationa in incipient critical situations.

1. The Secretary-General

23. From the inception of his term of office, the Sexetary-General  has
shown keen interest in developing t?re capacity of the United rations  in early
watering  . Being aware that early waning wsa not established as a regular
component of work at the United Wationa and that this constituted a lacuna
in the work of the United Wationa particularly in preventive diplomacy,
the Secretary-General nas continuously pointed out the importance of early
warning activities, given that prevention is one of the most important
functions of the United lotions, The Secretary-General informed in his second
annual report in 1983 that he had initiated steps within the Secretariat in
order to be alerted in advance to incipient problems affecting international
peace and security 61. He mentioned in his annual report in 1988 I/ that
“resolving conflicts is a prime responsibility of the United tfationo but
avoiding them is equally necessary for the amintenance  of peace”.
In his latest annual report, the Secretary-General indicated the necessity
of the Secretariat to monitor potential conflict situations f r o m  a clearly
impartial standpoint with the use of modern technology in the service of
peace S/.

24. As re8erda the actions taken by the Secretary-General, mindful of
General Anaembly  resolution 39/117 of 1984 on humen  rights and mass exoduses,
the Secretary-General designated  the Centre for Human Rights “as the focal
point within the Secretariat for monitoring and following-up contacts with the
United lotions organs, specialised agencies and other international organi-
sations with regard to incipient situations of mass movement of population.”
The Centre set out necessary arrangements to fulfil  this role on a trial baaia
for an l&month  period ending on 31 December 1986.
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25. As an action responding to the Assembly resolutions on human rights
and mass exoduses and on the international co-operation to avert new flows
of refugees, the Secretary-General established the OfficR for Research
and the Collection of Information (ORCl)  in March 1987 with a mandate,
inter alia, to provide early warning of developing situations requiring
the Secretary-General’s attention and to monitor factors related to possible
refugee flows and comparable emergencies. With the establishment of
this Office, the Centre’s role as a focal point was discontinued.
The Secretary-General has been continuing to report on the development
of early warning activities in the United Nations. Very recently ,
the Secrstary-General  sent a letter to the executive heads of the
organizations and entitles concerned of the United Nations system in
order to seek their co-operation for developing early warning activities.

2. The General Assembly

26. Since 1980, the General Assembly has always had on its agenda the
question of mass movement of refugees. In 1980, the General Assembly adopted
a resolution 351196  entitled “Wass Exoduses” which expressed “deep concwn
at the continued incidencea of large-scale exoduses und displacements of
populations and at the resulting hardships and problems oE the persons and
States concerned” and requested the Conuniaaion  on Human Rights “to exemine the
report of the Secretary-General to be submitted to it at its next session and
on the basis of that report to make recommendations for further action.”
In 1981, the General Aaaemb1.y  established a Group of Governmental Experts
on International Co-operation to Avert New Flows of Refugees (the Group
hereinafter) by resolution 36/148,  which was enlarged in 19gZ by
resolut ion 37/121.

27. With respect to thQ mil1ior.s  of victims of mass outflows of refugees and
displacements of population, the General Assembly indicated in its resolution
3 7 1186 the consc Fouaness  about “its dual responsibility, under the Charter,
to provide international protection end assistance to such victims and to
eliminate or mitigate the root ceuaes of phenonmon.” In 1983, pursuant
to paragraph 5 of General  Assembly resolution 371106, the Aaacambly  exemined
a report or the Secretary-General 2/ on human rightR end mass exoduses, which
mainly contained remarks and comments made by Governments, United Nations
departments and bodies, specialized  agencies and non-governmental orgeni-
zations (WC081  with regard to the recommendations made in the study of the
Special Rapporteur (see pare. 32). In the light of the Special Rapporteur’s
report, the General Assembly in its resolution 381103  considered it desirable
for the Secretary-General “to utilise to the greatest extent possible rel8vant
United Nations machinery to analyse promptly information on situations
which might cause mess exodus88.” It further requested the Secretary-General
to follow closely developments on this question.

28. Commending the Group for the work eccomplishod, the General Assembly in
its resolution 41110  endorsed in 1986 the conclusions end recommendations
contained in the report (see pares. 33-34). In part icrllar , with regard to
paragraphs 70 and 71 of the report, the General Assembly requested the
Secretary-General to toke the necessary steps to discharge the functions and
responsibi l i t ies  described therein. Uoreover, he was requested to bring the
report to the attention of Member StatAS, and in view of paragraph  72, of aL1
the relevant organizations, organs and programmes of the Unitet,  Nations
system. In its resolution 421144, the General Assembly requested in 1987 the
Secretary-General to report to the forty-third session on any developmsnts
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relating to the reCOmmend8tlOtls  contained in the report of the Croup.
In 1998, by resolution 431154  the General CLssembly  urged the Secretary-General
"to use the resources 8V8118ble to consolidate end strengthen the aystem for
Undert8kinR  early U8rfkR 8CtiVitie8  in  t h e  hUm8nit8ri8n  are8 by ,  i n t e r  elia,
early computerizetion  of the ORCI end etrengthened  co-ordination 8mong
the relevant parts of the United Rations system” and requested the
Secretary-General "to report to its forty-fourth session on the Strengthan8d
role that the Secretary-General could play in undertaking early warning
act iv i t ies ,  espeCi8lly in  the  humoniterian  area, 8s wel l  as  on  any further
developments relating to the reconunendetions contained in the report of the
Group."

29. In 1989, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General, in its
resolution 491164, to continue to develop the role of ORCI 88 a focal point
for the Oper8tiOn  of an eff8CtiV8  early warning cystam end the strensthening
Of CO-Ordination Of information-gotherina and 8n8lySis  amon United U8tiOtU
agencies with a view to preventing new massive flows of refugees and displaced
persons. It further reiterated to urge, Jntsr alig early computerinotion
of ORCI end strengthened co-ordination 8mong the reidvent  parts of the
United letions syetem 8nd to request the Secretary-General to report thereon
t o  i t s  f o r t y - f i f t h  eeecicn.

3. Rconomic end SOCi81 Council (BCCSCC)

30. Within its mOnd8te. ECOSOC has been dealing with monitoriq  of
development of economic and ooci8l conditions. Recently, the concept of
“early warning”  has been developed in conjunction with the concept of
international economic security &Q/. In  8CknOwledging  t h e  i.UR#Ort8nCO  O f
short-term macro-economic forecostinSs and of longer-term projections of world
socio-economic d8V0lOpmantS 8nd aloo th8t early identification of macro-
economic disturbances is an important element in averting potential no6ative
effects at both the national and international lavels,  BCOSOC adopted in 1989
a resolution 1989185  on the role of the United lotions in early identifi-
cation, enolyeie  end monitoring of world economic developments, and requested
the Secretary-General to present at ito eession  in 1990 proposals that could
be implemented within existing resources to improve the work of the
United NetiOnS on the early identification, analysis and mnitoring  of
emerging problema  in the world economy IJ/.

4. Conuniesion on Hum8n  R&h@

31. The meas flows of population and maso exoduoes hove been a great concern
of the Comission on Humon  RiRhts since 1979. I n  i t s  reoolution  3OfXXRVI),
the Commission requested the Secretary-General, in cases where large-scale
exoduses become 8 matter of international concern and Solidarity, "to conoider
establishin  direct contacts with the appropriate Governments to assess the
relationship between the situation and full enjoyment of humm rights, end to
meke concrete reconunendetions  for ameliorating such situations," 8nd also
requested him, where warranted, "to submit to the next session of the
Commission, or General Assembly, 8s appropriate, 8 mummary  of hio findfngo
and reconunendations  to assist Governments in restoring full enjoyment of
hum8n rights. ”

32. At the requeot  of the Cormaission, the Special Rapporteur prepared a otudy
on humen  rights and mass exoduses which was submitted to ito thirty-eighth

/ . . .
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session in 1982 end subsequently to the General Assembly et its thirty-seventh
session in 1983. The study gave 8 thoughtful examination of the increasing
phenomenon of mass exoduses and mede several recofmnendetions, which included
“the introduction of an early warning system based on impartial infonnetion-
gathering end data COlleCtiOn  Concerning potential mess exodus situations,
leading  to expeditious reporting to the Secretary-General  of the
United Yations and competent intergovernmental organs  for the purpose of
timely action, if required”. Although the report of the Special Rapporteur
w8s highly commended both by the Conunission  end the General Assembly,
the implementation of its recommendations has not been fully followed-up.
The Comission continues to examine the question of mass movements of refugees
more in general terms. In its resolution 1990152 et its forty-sixth session,
the Canaission requested the Secretary-General to continue to develop the role
of ORCI in early w-ming 8s well 8s to provide 8 focal point within the
United Wetions system for policy response.

5. Croup  of Goverrunentel Exerts  on International Co-overation  to Avert
New qlows  of Refunees

33. Early warning has been accorded such a very high priority by the Member
States that the Group was established (see pare. 26) to examine the question
and report thereon to the General Assembly. The Group was specifically
requested to meke “in the light of the existing relevant international
instruments, norms and principles to undertake as soon as possible, in order
to improve international co-operation to avert new massive flows of refugees,
8 comprehensive reVier*l  df the problem in 811 its aspects, with 8 view to
developing recommendations on appropriate means of international CO-Operation
in this field, having due regard to the principle of non-intervention in the
internal affairs of sovereign States.” The final report of the Group
(A/41/324)  formulated several reconunendations  to Member States, competent
organs of the United Nations and the Secretary-General. To the main organs
of the United NetiOnS,  the Group urged to make fuller use of their respetitive
competence8  under the Charter for the prevention of massive flows of
refugees. It also recommended that the relevant economic assistance agencies
and other bodies of the United N8tiOnS consider, in consultation with the
States directly concerned, giving greater support to those projects that could
help avert new massive refugee flows resulting from the impact of social and
economic factors or natural causes.

34. The Secretary-General was reconanended  by the Group to undertake tasks
such as: (i) giving continuing attention to the question of refugee flows;
(ii) ensuring that timely and fuller information  is available  within the
Secretariat; (iii) improving co-ordination within the Secretariat for
analysing information; (iv) making the necessary 1nfonnation available  to
the competent United Nations organs in consultation with the States directly
concerned; and (v) considering taking such measures as are necessary.
In this regard, he was asked to act within the resources available to the
Secretariat. Thus, the Member States have placed the greatest importance on
the esteblisment,  operation and development of a global watch .system with
early warning components in various sectors, having due r6gard to the
necessity of international co-operation and of co-ordination, inter alie,
among the United Nations system.
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111. UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM’S INVOLVEMENT IN ACTIVITIES RCLEVART  TO
EARLY WARNING OF POSSIBLE REFUGEE FLOWS

- AS A BASIS FOR CO-ORDINATIOU  -

35. Rany ent i t ies  of the  United Wetions carry  out  act iv i t ies  re levant
to early warning of refugees  ranging from research, operations, technical
assistance 8nd training to monitoring. The extant of their involvement
differs according to their mandate.

A. United Nations

1. Office for Research and the Collection of Information (ORCK)

36. With regard to the monitoring function of possible refugee outflows,
ORCI is the only and central Office of the United Vations  est8blFshod  to
centralise publicly aV8ilable  data and identify threats to peace at an 88rly
stage 121. Its mandate regarding refugee flows and comparable 8aIergencies io
given 8s follows 131: (i) to provide early warning of developing situations
requiring the Secretary-General's attention; (ii) to monitor factors related
to possible refugee outflows and comparable emergencies; and (iii) to carry
out ad hoc research and assessmento for the inaaediate  needs of the
Secretary-General.

37. The establishment of ORCI was, on one hand, part of the process of
rationalising end streamlining the politic81 sector of the Organination,
which corresponded to the recomnendation  of the Group of High-Level
Intergovernmental Experts (Croup of 18 hereinafter) regarding duplication
of work in political sectors 141. On the other hand, it was a concrete
menifestetion of the Secretory-General's determination to organiee  the
Secretariat 80 as to ensure that he was provided, as soon as it become
ovailoble,  with information  which would enable him to react to thr88tS to
the peace or to humoniterian  emergencies , as well as to provide him with
analyses  8nd recommendetions  to  help  him in discharging his  responsibi l i t ies .
In thle process, ORCI m8y function a8 a catalyst to put forword early warning
C8p8City  Of the United N8tiOnS SySt8III.

38. ORCI has been developing an integrated early warning system for,
inter olia, poosible outflows of refugees and 8 computerked  system for a
whole process of monitoring (i.e. analysis, storage 8nd tr8nSmiSSiOn of
information). The Office endeavoured to have consultations with other
departments and agencies of the United Nation8 systsm, with world-wide
research inst i tut ions  8nd RGOs. Its efforts, however, could h8Ve been even
more active 8nd dynamic, although they m8y hove been jeopardized by several
factors such 8s: 8dminiStratiVe  constrafnts,  ORCI'S  non-involvement in
o p e r a t i o n a l  a c t i v i t i e s ,  bUr88UCr8tiC resist8nCe,  ORCI's  limited m8nd8te,  e t c .
Being a central body to monitor factors of refuge8 flows, ORCA should
discharge its functions with more persistence 8nd dynamism. In fact, to its
monitoring funct?.on  of refugee flows, ORCI hem not given a high priority end

/ . . l
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has not established, for instance, a procedure to ensure available infor-
mation, unlike the Centre for Human Rights which established a specific
procedure in 1985 (see para. 45).

39. From an administrative point of view, ORCL has overwhelming constraints.
Since ORCI was created at the time of the recent financial crisis, within
resources available in the United Nations, the Office was not given sufficient
financial, personnel and logistic resources. In particular, with regard to
the function related to early warning of potential refugee flows, it is the
Planning and Research Co-ordination and Development Unit (3 Ps and 3 GSs)
which has been engaged in the developmant  of relevant indicators for early
warning purposes. Being a new Office, its staff is highly motivated and
enthusiastic about its work but the Unit is too thinly staffed in comparison
with the tasks entrusted to it, and the work related to early warning
const i tutes  only  its partial  responsibi l i ty . In addition, the Director’s post
(D.21,  which has an overseeing and co-ordination function of early warning,
hae been filled only in March 1990 (with the appointed still unable to assume
his functions as of May 1990). ORCI’s administrative aspects require serious
attention if its capacity of early warning is at all  given a high priority.

2. United Nations High Con-missioner for Rf3fUReea (UNHCR)

40. The UNHCR is required under its Statute to prc%vide  inteLnational
protection and to seek durable solutions for cefugeos.  The activities which
the High Commissioner is authorised to undertake to carry out these functions
include promotion of measures to facilitate voluntary repatriation or
integration of refugees into new communities, as well as to improve the
welfare of refugees and reduce the number requiring pvotection. The Office
has over recent years increasingly come to appreciate .he significance
of early warning activities for its own work on behalf of refugeus  g/.
UNHCR Rmergency  Ranagemont  Training Programmes, which have been carried out
since 1985, have regularly included a component on early warning for emergency
response. Moreover, with a view to ensuring carefully plannud responses at
the earliest stage after a refugee flow has started, UNHCR is in the process
of institutionalizing  a “Refugee Emergency Alert System” (RRAS).  The System
is, in effect, a method of infOL~atiOn-RatheriLLS  and analysis which requires
an assessment of devcloping~situations  against an agreed list of indicators,
in order to forewarn UNHCR of the likely scope, nature and needs of refugee
emergencies.

41. As to early waning for prevention, prevention is not formally provided
for in the Statute. There has, howover, been some consrderation by the Office
of the role it might - indeed should - play consistent with its humanitarian
character and its primary responsibility to persons outaide  their own
countries and in need of international protection. The High Commissioner
himself, in a speech to the forty-sixth session of the Commission on Human
RfShts  in 1990, stressed the need to respond comprehensively to the
multifaceted refugee problems of today, drawing on the capabilities of the
United Nations system as a tiLole. The High Commissioner specifically
mentioned the importance of dealing with root cauees in the framework of
prevent ion. Recently, UNHCR set up an in-house WorkinS Group in order to
provide a focal point for consideration of issues related to early warning.
The intergoveL7unental  Executive Committee of UNHCR is also interested in
examining broader aspects of protection and solutions to refugee problems and
has called for the establishment of the Working Group on Solutions  and
Protection to examine these  issues in depth, including their preventive and
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early warning aspects. Finally, it  is important to note that UNHCR’s  Centre
for Documuntation  on Refugees  is the dcponitary  of much useful information
concerning refugee problums,  maintains a computorized database on refugee
literature and is co-ordinating a pilot project for an international refugee
documentat ion network. In addition, UNHCR is developing databases on national
legislation and casolaw concerning refugees. In sum, as an Organizatlon
dealing directly with refugea problems, although concerned mainly with
situations following exoduses rather than the causes thereof, UNHCR’s
co-operation with system wide early warning activities would be of great
importance.

3. United Nations Disaster Relief Co-orZinator  (UNDRO)

42. Whereas UNDRO does not have direct involvement in refugee problems
per so, the multiple causes of refugee outflows are often associated with
disasters  - either natural or man-made, in which UNDRO plays a role in:
(i) preparedness; (ii) relief operations following disasters, if necessary;
and (iii) prevention. UNDRO has major oPerationa  and some research
activities as indicated below.

43. Firstly, disaster preparedness is the action designed to minimize loss of
life and damaRe, and to organize  and facilitate timely and effective rescue,
relief and rehabilitation in cases of disaster. The key to all  effective
emergency rescue and relief action lies in advance planning and preparedness,
although the primary responsibility for establishing the necessary adminis-
trative and operational machinery and for undertaking preventive measures
rests with Governments. Secondly, once a disaster occur”, the absolute
priori ty  should be Biven to  rapid and eff ic ient  sr?tion for  disasLer rel ie f- - -
action. Upon request from the Government comerned, UNDRO initiates the
necessary action required for an intetnational  appaal for assistance.
UWDRO may be approached directly by a Government*8  mission in Geneva or
New York. Or, UWDP’e  resident representative may be informed, th*ough  which
URDRO should receive a report immediately by telex, telephone or cable, even
before it is known whether the disaster-stricken State is likely or unlikely
to request an international relief aid. On the basis of the information
received cn a disaster, UNDRO inunediately  establishes situation reports,
containing a genaral  appraisal of the disaster and of probable relief needs
from abtaad, which are dispatched to Governments, organizations  of the
United Nations system, NGOs,  intergovernmental organizations, etc.
Thirdly, disaster prevention implies measures designed to prevent natural
phenomenafrom causing or resulting in disasters or other emergencies.
It concerns the fotmuletion and implementation of long-range policies
and prograsnnes to prevent or eliminate the occurrence of disasters.
UNDRO promotes the study, prevention, control and prediction of natural
disasters and provides a clearing house f(lr scientific and technological
information in this field. These activities  of UNDRO suggest that WDRO’e
further involvement  and possible contributions to early warning would be of
v i t a l  impor:tance.

44. UNDRO is closely associated with the Secretariat of the IDWCA
(see General Assembly resolution 441236). In addition, its use of computers
in disaster mrrnagement  is noteworthy. In particular, the United Nations
Rmergency Network (UNIENRT)  links electronically members of the world-wide
disaster m..nagement  community to provide instantaneously both background and
operational disaster-related informat.on and place them in direct contact with
each other.
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4. Centre for Human  Rinhte

45. Given that the violation of human rights is one of the major causes of
refu8ee  flow and that the Centre holds voluminous information on human rights
at the country level,  its role to play in early warning of refugee flows is of
paramount importance. The Centre for Human Rights serves as the secretariat
to different meetings on human rights which report to RCOSOC such as the
Conznieoion  on Human Rights, the Sub-Cosz&zsion  on Prevention of Discrimination
and Protection of liinorities,  as well as to other conrmittaes under intena-
ttonal legal instruments. Following its designation  as the focal point within
the Secretariat in 1985, the Centre established aCCOrdingly  procedures to
ensure available information and to anal.yee  cud evaluate the ?nfonn-tion
received. In 1985, the Sub-Conunission  issued its first early warning alert,
in its resolution 21 161 which drew the Commission’s attention to I problem
“with great potential to cause a mass exodus, especially of members of the
Alrraodi cozznunfty”; however, the Cozuniseion  did not take any action on this
a l e r t . Although the Conmission  has not yet tried to warn the international
conrrmnity  on impending exoduses, it has begun to consider the linkage between
opecific causes of refugees and human rights violations 171. The Centre is
very well placed to follow such a developmont for monitoring early warning of
poosible refugee f lows, particularly by addressing specific root causes which
produce refugee situations. As mentioned in paragraph 25, in thp light of the
establishment of ORCI which was especially entrusted with responsibilities,
inter elia, for early warning in political, as well as humanitarian tuner-
genciee,  the Centre’s role as focal point was discontinued. It does not
preclude, however, its predominant role in early warning, for which the
restructuring of its information as utilizable Beta is necessary.

46. One progress made is that the Centre established a task force on
computerization  to initiate a study on computerizing  the work of the treaty
monitoring bodies in relation to reporting with a view to increasing
efficiency and facilitating compliance by States parties with their
reporting obligations and the examination of the reports by the treaty
bodies. In crder to computerize  information on the application of treaties,
the Centre would have to establish and analyse country-by-country situations
on various kinds of human rights. The establishment of such a comprehensive
information, which would provide a good basis for monitoring refugee-producing
situations, should be highly encouraged.

5. Office of the Director-General for Development and International
Rconomic Co-operation.(ODC/DIBC)

41. Its mandate includes providing assistance in the identification of and
focus on emerging problems requiring the attention of and/or  action by the
international connnunity. Thus, ODWDIRC  has been a focal point and will be a
central focal point to ensure effective response by the United Blations  system
in  the  f ie ld  of  d isaster  and other  emergency s i tuat ions .  I t  wi l l  organize
inter-agency meetings of certain en+ities of the United Nations system to meet
and, when required, to assist the Secretary-General in carrying out those
tasks. It is envisaged that these arrangements should provide a central focal
point at United Nations Headquarters to ensure that the Secretary-General is
kept advised of developments and to make such special arrangements, as may be
neciassary, to ensure an effective responsibility by the United Nations
system. Resident co-ordinators who report to this Office provide a solid
baris for establishing further co-operation in the field among various
organizations  of the United Rations systom.

/ . . .
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6. United Nhtions Development P~~RLYMIBTI~ (UNDP)

48. UNDP’s involvement in refugee flows is limited to the cases where durable
solutions to refugees are sought and when assistanca  to development is
requis i te . However, UNDP’s role at the country level is significant in that
resident representatives perform co-ordination functions providing assistance,
not only to the Governments concerned but also to other agencies. URDRO  and
UNDP ’ 3 co-operation has been highly appreciated. Mention should be made of
the fact that, in the countries whew :here  are no UNHCR representatives,
UNDP’s resident representatives deal with refugees problems.

49. Recently, resident representatives have received guidelines from
Headquarters to identify information with regard to internally displaced
persons. As a result of the guidelines, an internal working group on
refugees, returnees and displaced persons was established. With these new
guidelines Jupported by UNDP’s existing infrastructure, UlDP will certainly
contribute to a great extent to the early warning of displaced persons (both
internal and external) and other emergencies. Importantly, the Goveoling
Council included in its agenda of the Thirty-seventh  session an item on
refugees and dieplbrced  persons 181. In addition, UNDP has developad a
database on “assistance to refugees, retun\ees and displaced persons in
A f r i c a ” , which will be installed in New York, Geneva (at UNHCR) and field
o f f i ce s .

7. Department of Public Information (DPII

50. The principal task of DPI is to promote understanding of the work
and purposes of the United Nations among peoples of the world. Within this
framework, the United Nations information  centres (UNICs)  (located in 56
countries) perform: the dissemination of information on the United Uations;
the production of materials and documents on the United Nations; and informing
the Headquarters of the countries covered. Thus, UUICs have bee!&  given
specific guidelines directly by ORCI on the reporting of up-to-date and
reliable information concerning political, economic, social and humanitarian
developments in their respective areas. According to the guidelines, the
reports should be based on official documents and statements on medias and
sununarize carefully, inter a&, the developments and functions which may
give rise to the displacement of parts of population and to flowu of refugeeo.
In addition, DPI has taken measures to enhance the comnication capacity of
UWICe,  which would further be of great assistance to the development of early
warning of refugee flows.

8. Reeional  economic  COfimiSSiOnS

51. Not necessarily directly involved in refugee  matters, United rations
regional economic commissions assume leadership and resnonsibility  for
co-operation and co-ordination at a regional level in tne economic and social
a c t i t i v i e s . Their extensive scope in economic and social factors together
with their regional coverag?  can be an asset in the contribution to early
warning by providing assistances such as: technical advice; offering use of
their infrastructure;  developing programmeu; and organizing inter-agency
meetings.

/ . . .
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9. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs (DIESA)

52. Within ito research activities on social and economic affairs, it  has
some involvement by publishing reports and studies on early warning functions
both from short- and longer-term points of view. In particular, the World
Economic Survey published by DIESA has been dealing with factors and
indicators for economic and social forecasts. In response to BCOSOC 191
resolution 1988175, the World Economic Survey 1989 includes as an annex a
survey  entitled “Early Identification, Analysis and Uonitoring  of World
Economic Developments” which reported on the mechanisms and means thereof
currently available within the United Nations system.

10. United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)

53. Under its emergency operations, UNICEF’s assistance is geared to children
and women facing natural disasters, which may be exacerbated by prevailing
situations (such as armed conflicts) resulting in major internal and external
displacements of population. The importance of this kind of activity on a
decentralised flexible n&nner  has been strongly underlined by the Executive
Board. At the country level, UNICEF works closely with the resident
co-ordinators, other United Nations organs, specialized agencies, non-
governmental organizations and Governments. UNICEF never works in isolation
in the field which requires firm co-ordination with other organizations,
thereby establishing many bilateral or inter-agency collaboration agreements
between/among UNICEF, WFP, UNXCR,  WHO at the country level. Facing a
recurring need to develop and apply a longer-term strategy for preparedness
both internally and with counterparts at the national level, UNICEF has
developed activities such as: pre-disaster planning assistance, assessment
missions, inter-agency trainings, etc.

54. Within the context of early warning system8 for food and nutrition,
there is the Food and Nutritional Surveillance Programme which is a joint
progranune of UNICEF, WHO and FAO. It aims to: (i) analyse  exis t ing infor-
mation on trends in a limited number of specified indicator8 on food and
nutrition at national and subnational levels; and (ii) promote the prompt use
of this information for national and international advocacy. In the long run,
the Prcgramme  is designed to strengthen the institutional capacity of 40 to 60
developing countries to produce, analyse and use related alert; and to promote
recognition and use oi this information at country and regional levels by
advocating that considerations of human nutrition are essential for the proper
development of policies and programmes 201.-

11. Department of Special Political Questions, Regional Co-operation,
Decolonization  a n d  T r u s t e e s &

55. Its Unit for Special Emergency Programmes plays a key role in alerting
the international community on the crisis situation developing in Africa.
Arrangements are made with various entities (e.g. UNDRO, UNHCR,  WFP, etc.) of
the United Rations system to inform this Unit when emergencies are developing
in Africa. While not responsible for aynthetising information leading to
refugee flows, its familiarity with developing situations in Africa would make
it well placed to provide expertise in the analysis and evaluation stage of
early warning.

/ . . .
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12. wed Wetions  Environment Progronune  (UNBP)

56. Within its mandate, UN&P  does not directly deal with refugee issues.
However, environmental degradation ia one of the causes of refugee flows.

57. Very importantly, UNEP has a Progranune  called Earthwatch which is tho
first of the three operational areas reconunended  by the United Nations
Conference of the Human Environment held in Stockholm in 1972. These are:
(i) environmental assessment ; (ii) environmental management; and
(iii) supporting measures. This assessment area “Earthwatch” was conceived
au a co-ordinated global system of national facClities  and oervices  to study
the interaction between man and the envfronment,  to provide early warning of
environmental hazards and to determine the status of selected natural
resources. This is composed of: evaluation and rev iew,  research, monitoring
and information.

58. To undertake the Earthwatch Programme, the Global Environment Hon1.toring
System (GEM)  was established aa a tool, whereby the environment of the globe
is monitored constantly. The GEMS provides a series of data banks to which
infotmation ia systematically gathered, assembled and electronically stored.
The GEMS is assisted by the Global Resource Information Database (GRID).
Although its allocated budget for the GEMS is very modest, it has been
developing joint programmes with other entities such as: FAO, UNESCO, WHO
and WHO. UNEP’s  input to early warning through its CBl4S and CRlL)  would bo
undoubtedly of utmost importance 211.-

13. United Nations University (UNU)

59. While UNU cannot be directly involved in daily operations of early
waning, it  could play an essential role by creating a global alert mechanism
for a long-term perspective. This would assist people to recognize  potential
problems and provide an early warning of the need for policy change and
preventive action. Its Second Medium-Term Perspective for the period
1990--1995  OITP 11) g ives  a  greater  concentrat ion of  ef forts  on this  uapoct,
Within the context of the proposed programme and budget for the biennium
1990-1991, the global alert function will be made operational.

60. Although the concept is implicit, the global alert function of UNU moy
emanate from its mandate. Under the Charter, UNU is “an international
conununity of scholars, engaged in research, post-graduate training and the
disseminatton  of knowledge in furtherance of the purposes and principles of
the Charter of the United Nations .” (Art. I, para. 1). kloreover,  UNU is
directed to “devote its work to research into the pressing global problems of
human survival, development and welfare that are the conce~m  of the
United Nations end its agencies, with due attention to the social sciences and
the humanities as well as the natural sciences, pure and applied.” (Art. I,
pare .  2). UWlJ’s  autonomous existence with its composition of academic
scholars and mandate to examine the “pressing global prnblems of human
survival, development and welfare” const i tutes  the  essent ia l  part  for  i t s
global function. At the time when the world is becoming more and more
interdependent, such a function will become highly important in the years to
come. UNU is a genuine institution to deal with early warning issues from
long-term and global points of view.

/ . . .
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61. Without any involvement in operational activities, UMU*s activities have
been oriented to academic end research fields. It does not provide any
technical assistance to any specific country. Nevertheless,  i t s  ro l e  ha s
been recognized  as one of giving intellectual input to policy-makers of the
United Wations organizations  or of Governments, thereby contributing to the
settlement of real problems. UNU has produced many interesting studies in
t h i s  sense, In pructice,  UNU  has been closely co-operating with some organi-
zaticns (UUICEY, UNESCO, WHO,  etc. 1 in developing assessment techniques and
procedures, particularly in food and nutrition, and primary health care.
Its  var ious  s tudies  re lated to  conf l ic t  resolut ions ,  multilateralism,  global
economics research, and its other progranunes  concerning human dimensions of
global change, sustainable development in the humid tropics, mountain ecology
and sustainable development, and natural resources in general would benefit
the internat ional conummity. Whereas UNU*s  rasoarch  results have not been
very well known, within its global alert function which UNU will pursue in the
forthcoming years, there is an increasing need for the international community
i benefit from its research results which concern the future of human beings
in this interdependent world. UWU will  thu. be able to provide valuable
contribution to the development of early warning capacity.

8. Svecialized  agencies

1. md and Mriculture  OrRanizatFon  of the United Watione  (FA01

62. FAO’s involvement in monitoring refuges situations and their relief needs
is largely through the Global Information  and Early Warnin:  System on Food and
Agriculture (GIEWS). The System wab nstablished in 1974 in response to the
world food crisis of the early 1910s and the recormnendation  of the World Food
Conference (resolution XVI)  of 1974, which was endorsed by the United Nations
General Assembly at its twenty-ninth session in 1974 (resolution 3348(XXLX)).
Through this System, FA0 deals with some of the root causes of refugees in its
regular  act iv i t ies .

63. The MEWS  has ‘CUD main functions : (i) to monitor continuously the food
supply/demand conditions at the global level so as to assist Governments in
taking timely and uppropriate  measures in quickly changing situations;
ond (ii) to identify countries and regions where ferioue food shortages and
worsening nutritional conditions are imminent and make an early assessment of
the possible emergency food requirements. The CIEWS activities assist not
only the national Governments concerned but also facilitate decisions by
donors on the provisions of emergency food aid. To the extent that food
shortages affect the movement of people, the System has an importarlt role to
play 1.n providing information on refugee situations and tl.eir  relief needs,
The CIEWS has co-operative arrangements with a number of United Nations,
internat  ional  and national agencies, as well as with more than 50 NC08
which share information with the System. As far as the monitoring of the
socio-economic indicators is concerned, co-operation with NC08 has been
part ficularly  useful in providing either early warning of impending food b.pply
dif f icul t ies  or  the  ident i f icat ion of  populat ions  most  ser ious ly  af fected,
including refugees. An important input to the System is the information
supplied through the FA0 representatives in a monthly crop/food situation

/ . . .
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report questionnaire, which is circulated to over 100 Governments.
Outposted staff of FA0 report regularly on the food situations in the
cc ntries concerned. The output of the CIEWS are several regular reports
issued on monthly, quarterly, annual and ad hoc basis such as: Food Outlook,
Foodcrops and Shortages, Food supply Situation and Crop Prospects in
Sub-Saharan Africa, Food Outlook Statistical Supplement, Assessment of Cereal
Production in Western Africa and Special Alerts. CIEWS~ capacity for atUlyei@
has been noticeably upgraded by inf ormetion  fed through remote sensing
techniques (for details, see pares. 79-841,

64. In its reply to the letter of 29 Hay 1989 from the Secretary-General,
FA0 expressed views on its possible involvement in early warning of the
humanitarian area by means of the GIEWS. It explained the capability of the
GIEWS to provide early warning of possible refugee flows resulting from
natural causes through its monitoring of drought, food supply/demand situation
and pre-famine indicators and of likely population movements when civil strife
or intenal  disorders cause disruption of agricultural activities or
interruptions of vital food supply lines. In this connection, it indicated
that FA0 could supply the above information to ORCI 221. Such proposals nright
as well be incorporated  in concrete terms in the further development of early
warning system by ORCI.

2. Intenrational  Atomic Rneray ABenc,’  (IARA)

65. Despite its specificity, IAEA’s involvement in early warning is
fundamental . It cannot be ignored that nuclear accidents, which fall
under IAEA’s  field of activity, could influence the movement of people.
In connection with the implementation of the Convention on early notification
(which is equivalent to early warning) of nuclear accident and the Convention
on assistance in case of nuclear accident or radiological emergency, IARA  has
been assigned a vital role. These two Conventions provide an international
framework for States and international organizations for taking quick actions
to inform all States which might be expected to be affected by a nuclear
accident and to make arrangements for providing assistance where needed.
The Secretariat of IAEA has been appointed by the participants of the
Conventions as the focal point for the notification of a nuclear occident and
for receiving offe-s for assistance or arranging for assistance. IARA has
taken all steps necessary for implementing the obligations assigned to it by
the two Conventions. Several Member States have already taken advantage of
these arrangements. IAEA  is now a partner in WHO’s CTS (see parao. 90-92).
which was designed for the rapid transmission of large quantities of meteoro-
logical and radiological data, and acts as an early warning system for
disasters, including nuclear accidents.

3. International Labour Organisation (IL01

66. IL0 is not directly involved in early warning activities. At the request
of lead organizations (i.e. UNDRO, UNHCR), IL0 takes some action in its field
of  act iv i ty  such as  rehabi l i tat ion, vocational training and creation  of
employment, which falls under post-disaster action rather than disaster
r e l i e f . Yet, due to its work related to the application of international
labour standards, it holds enormous information  on labour and employment
situations at the country level, which is another element affecting the
movement of populatiun.

/ l I .
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4. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Ornanioatlon
7iiiiiGCO)

61. UNESCO has important activities related to refugees within its mandate
covering education, culture, social needs, information, communications,
research, training and science. In p a r t i c u l a r ,  i t s  a c t i v i t i e s  r e l e v a n t  t o
refugees education are carried out through inter-agency co-operation, although
they deal with refugee problems after they have occurred. Its involvement in
human rights is comparable to that of the Centre for Human Rights, UNHCR and
ILO. UNESCO has also developed a database centre for sorrel science which is
an asset for contribution to early warning. Moreover, within its mandate on
ocience,  it has already develcped  a number of early warning-related progrmunes
jointly with UNEP, URU, FAO, WHO, etc. Important ly ,  i t  speci f ical ly
established an early warning system to monitor tsunamis (for details,
see pares. 93-95). Thus, within its large scope of mandate, backed up by the
wide network spread in the field, UNESCO has a great potential role to play in
early warning of refugee flows.

5. World Food ProRranune (WFP)

68. WFP’s activities cover the assistance to refugees, returnee8 and
internally displaced persons in its mandate to provide food aid. It has
wide activitlps  for disaster relief operations where WFP’s early warning
functions have been effective in providing information on potential  emergency
situation through its f teld network (8D country off ices covering 90
countries). WFP’s regular involvement in FAO’s CIEWS has been h!ghly
appreciated . Along with its functions to assist Governments with food-aid
development projects, the country offices have Standing instructions to notify
the gxecutive  Director of all situations which may result in requests for WFP
emergency assistance, whatever the reason. These ins+ructions form part of
the WFP Handbook on Food Aid in Emergencies which contains specific sections
on early warning and preparedness. One of its general policy objectives is
“(a) Reduction of the impact of disasters through appropriate early warning,
prevention end preparedness measures in disaster-proven areas.” To this end,
WFP in collaboration with UNDP, UNDRO, FA0 end other agencies should encourage
and provide, where possible, support and assistance to the establishment of
appropriate early warning and preparedness systems at national ar.d local
leve l s . In practice, priority is given to development projects which
contr ibute  to  reducing:  (i) the  risks of  disasters ; and ( i i )  the  vulnerabi l i ty
o f  communities to the impact o f  known disaster risks and food insecurity in
genera 1. To facilitate the monitoring of food allocatLone  and relat;;d
logistics for food aid management, WFP has developed t%e International Food
Aid Information System (INTERYAIS)  which is a comprehensive database for food
aid. Its weekly emergency telexes may also have inttro:tting value for early
warning.

6. World  Health OrRanizat  ion (WHO)

69. While the main thrust of WHO’s work is to supporL countries in the
sustained build-up of their health systems, the repeated set-backs in national
efforg 9, due to short-term emergency situations, cannot bo ignored.
These include natural disasters such as floods, earthquakes and cyclones,
as well as droughta with their particularly severe long- term effects on the
health and economy of large numbers of countries and people. Technolc-ical
dla,rsters are becoming more frequent and affect large numbers of people  all
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over the world. Although emergencies  and disastece  are hard to foresee in
time and place, early warning systems can be established and advance measures
taken to reduce the adverse health effects of disastera, The main reupor~si-
bility for emergency prepavedness  and management rests with the national
Governments; however, in large-scale disasters, appropriate and timely
international assistance may greatly alleviate the situation. The importance
of preventive measures and preparedness, plus the necessity of an integrated
response to link emergency measures with long-term development, have beon
reCOgniZed  in WHO resolutions. WHO’s  Programme Budget provides a Programme on
EAnergency  Preparedness and Management which has a two-fold objective: to
promnte  national and international prepaLQedness  for emergencies and disasters
and capability in their* management; and to facilitate the provision of prompt,
adequate and effective health relief. The Executive Board gave an emphasis
to this field of activities and proposed to increase budget allocation to thir
Programme for the period 1990-1991. I t s  a c t i v i t i e s  i n c l u d e ,  i n t e r  oliq,
the promotion of emergency preparedness and strengthening ?f national
management capacities through training and build-up of technical capacities in
the countries; streamlining of the Organization’s  emergency management at all
levels, including information and communication systems, so that the technical
capacities of the Organization  will be available in a co-ordinated manner and
within the framework of the Organlzation’e  emergency programmes. mrthermore,
it has also outlined a Consolidated Information System for Famine Management
(CISFAI4)  and databases for an Emergency Management Infonnetion  System (8HI8).

7. World Hoteorological  Orffanization (-a WnO)

70. WHO is not directly involved in the activities related to mass movement
of refugees. However, under the World Weather Watch (WWW) Progrm,
WHO developed a Global TelecoLmmJnication System (CTS)  which monitors tho
meteorological  infotmation  through i t s  Sate l l i te  coKnnunication  network.
Given that the meteorological condition is one of the main factors which could
influence the mass movement of people and that its global system io very mrch
advanced, WHO*8  contribution to early waLning activities would be most
u s e f u l . In particular, the System is operated by the Member States of WHO
(over 160), including those countries which were not sufficiently equipped to
operate the System, to which WHO has provided equipment and experts within its
technical co-operation activities. Thus, the infrastructure of WnO  in this
f ie ld  i s  very sol id  (for detai l s ,  see  pares .  90-92).

71. The birth of WWW  relates to the proposals made by the United Nations
General Assembly in 1961 in Its resolution 1721(XVL)  on international
co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space which called upon WMO  to
undertake a comprehensive study of measures: (i) to advance the state of
atmospheric science and technology so as to provide greater knowledge of basic
physical forces effecting climate and the possibility of large-scale weather
modification; end (if) to develop existing weothec  forecasting copabilftfeo
and to help Hember  countries make effective use of such copabilitiee  through
region01 meteorological centres. Accordingly, WXO  prepared and presented to
the following eeeoion  of the General Assembly an initial report which
discussed in broad outline a “world  weather watch” combining satellite and
conventional obser dotions, a network of world and regional weather service
centres, and a teleconmu.Lnication  system. In a new resolution 1802(XVfI),
the General Assembly, in 1962, urged Ml0 to “develop in greater detail  ito
plan for an expanded programme to strengthen meteorological services and
research, placing particular emphasis on the use of meteorological
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ratollitos * . .“. Thio recomendation we8 taken up by the Fourth Congress of
Yso in April 1963. UHO conoidered the idea for a UUU aa an exciting
drvolopmant which meteorolo8iate  have long needed and decided to undertake
furthor  rtudfeo. The decieion of the Fourth Congreee  elicited a third
rerolution of the United Do’iiono  General Aooembly  1963(XVIII)  in 1963 which
ondorsed  the effort0 towards the eotabliehment  of a WW under the auopices of
MO to include the we of satellite as well a8 conventional data and urged 011
aountrieo  t o  uupport these  effoclo. &loooive  time and effort epent during the
next four-year period (1963-1967) resulted in the fomlation of the UUU Plan
which was  approved by the Fifth WI60 Congress in April 1967.

72. Within the framework of the IDUDR,  special attention ohould be given to
early uatninD oysteaw  (oee para. 9). UN0  io very  keen in highliDhtinD  the
increorina  importance of ita infraotructure  related ko UWU,  which ie capable
of waning of natural hazard0 of meteorological events which could influence
the maom movereento of people.
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IV. METHODS AND TPCHWIQUES TO MORITOR  RARLY  WARRIRQ

73. Thio chapter will conoider how various methods have been used and could
be developed by the central office of the United Hatione in order to monitor
rof ugee f lowe. With a view to applying these  methods in the central moni-
toring process of early warnine, it will  take into account the diveroity of
monitoring methods employed by several entitieo  of the United Uationo oyotopr
within their mandate, whether short OE longer-range and whether they lead to
concrete actions or not.

A. Office for Research and the Collection of Information (ORCI)

74. ORCI is currently using methods which conoiet of: (1) preparing in
advance country profiles, tiCCOrding to a wide variety of indicators covering
eventually all countrfae in the world; and (ii) monitoring current devo-
lopmente against this eet of background data. For the long term, aa a central
office for monitoring both international conflicts and humanitarian affaira,
ORCI opted to use a method applying a quantitative analyeio of modelling,
whereby political and humanitarian risks are quantitatively meaoured by a
computer in the light of indicators. It  has  envioaged  to  establioh  a
computerized  integral system for early warning which will be geared to
receive, process and store information. Once completed, this would be
an effective and comprehensive data syotem for monitoring early warning;
however, thin seem8  an ambitious and time-conouming project. The Inopectoro
feel that the accuracy of this approach requiring quantification is a crucial
process because,  if the meoourement is not precioe,  policy-makers  may run a
riok of miojudging the eituation. Thie will  require several preparatory
etagee: to  ident i fy  information  oourcee; to  eetabl ieh  channels  of conuuuni-
cation; to eotablioh  indicators; and to eetablieh procedures for proceooing
information  euch  as  clasoification,  quant i f icat ion and qual i tat ive  aooeosment.

73. Aa a part of developing the integral oyotem for early warnine, the Office
has already fonmrlated a large number of indicatore  for international peace
and eecurity, many of which are common  to thooe for refugee flown. ORCI io
basically concerned with international conflicto and domestic eituations which
have inter-State implications. A major part of ORCI’e work has thuo been
directed towards the preparation for notes, briefings, analyoio,  iosue
p r o f i l e s ,  e t c . The question of refugee flowo, although largely interrelated,
hae been a minor part of its concern, thereby  the efforts  having been kept
to a minimum. This was also jeopardized by ite limited staff and reaourcea
(eee para. 39) despite that Hember States have given a very high priority to
early warning of refugee flows. Since ito eotabliahment  in 1987, ORCI has
made eubotantial  efforts towards it.8 objective but ie etill  at a conceptual
preparatory stage. Given the importance of tasks entrusted to ORCI,
this Office needs appropriate means and arrangements in order to effecti-
vely develop ite early warning capacity.
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76. With regard to the use of new technology, the General Assembly explicitly
urged in its recant resolutions 431154  and 441164  the early computerisation
o f  ORCI. Appropriate computer equipment a/ would be a pre-requisite for OWL
to provide fast, easy and coat-effective access to a wide range of date and
to creota an aerly warning system to monitor existing situations and their
developments. ORCI has not established links with external computer instal-
lations other than WEXIS a/ and UNlEYET  of UWDRO. There is great scope for
d8VelOping links with databases existing in the United Nations system and
other sources, many of which appear in this report. However, to assume early
warning functions, it is desirable that ORCI expand and upgrade its use of
computers by adding servers, workstations and printers, or by acquiring a
mini-computer. Finding the applicable SOftwar  package to early varning
functions has been extremely difficult, and it hired a consultant to design
its own programme. Yet, it will take a few more years to operate the
completed system.

77. In view of the increasing number of conflicts and refugee outflows which
are already threatening international peace and security, ORCI’s role in early
uerning is becoming more important. To meet the needs, its methodologies
require reconsideration. For assisting the Secretary-General, ORCI has had
to use traditional methods of analyaia  to date which are not sufficient and
require further elaboration, particularly the development of criteria for
analysis in order to monitor complicated factors which may produce refugee
flows. Dn the other hand, the completion of the envisaged early weming
s y s t e m  is s t i l l  f a r  o f f . To expedite the preparatory work for the system,
it should accord the highest priority to the development of specific
indicators for possible refugee flows. This would also be useful for the
tradi t ional  :. :hdo.

70. The process of developing indicators and criteria for assessment  merits
a special reconsideration. The Inspectors feel that, before finalizing
indicators, ORCI should consult other entities of the United Wetions  system
for comments, technical advice and suggestions within the field of their
competence. It  i s  on thle basis  that  this  Off ice  could  a lso  es tabl i sh  a
whole conaunication  network for making information available throughout
the United Yotions  system. Paragraph 38 mentioned some reluctance shown by
other entitles to ORCI’s  attempt9 to seek their co-operation. However, such
reluctance would have been much leas if it had requested specific information
on concrete indicators in which they are specialised. I f  FAO’s GISWS, CEUS
under URU project and U?IO*o  WUU have been ouccesaful  in early warning
exercise, it  was particularly because of their clearly establishad indicators
and methodologies. Similar remarks are offered in respect of the guidelines
given to UUICs  (see pars. 50). In sununary,  methodologies for early warning
should be diacueaed and examined among the actors who could participate
therein rather than imposing a methodology chosen by the central office.

8. Food and ARriculture  OrRanieetion  of the United Nations (FA01

1. Global Information and Early Warnine  System (GIgWS)

79. Within the fremework  of the CIEWS,  FAO*s  Headquarters assures the
trat~amleeion  of information from Governments, its field offices and WPP’s
office9 (in countries where there is no FA0 representation). A special report
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on impending food shortages is transmitted to the CIEWS by its field
representative whenever the possible occurrencti  of an emergency situation is
foreseen. This includes an estimate of the affected population and their
emergency food and needs. Information is clz:r, provided by a irumber  of NC06
which closely co-operate and share information with the CIEWS. ‘it has further
expanded its working-level contacts with donor agencies, all of these efforts
having contributed to a smooth inform&ion flow from field to the VIEWS.

80. The information transmitted through the questionnaire inevitably
differs from country to country in analytical methods and inadequacy of
data, However, to the extent feasible, the CIEWS has adopted a systematic
approach a/. Basically, its methodology to crop assessment entail5 selective
application of techniques of agronomy, agrometeorology,  statietica, economics
and remote sensing, which provides both qualitative and quantitative
aseessment. This does not cover directly refugee situations or suddnn natural
dieasters; however, it  could identify affected populations in order to make
estimation of emergency food aid requirements. The information pbqovided  is
not only on food and crop situation but covers a wide range of socio-economic
indicators to the extent possible, including population movements. Where the
harvest outlook is uncertain or crop reporting systema are weak, opecial crop
asees5ment  missions &/ have been sent to countries. The number of visits by
GIEWS country monitors to vulnerable countries has greatly increased,
resulting in a better assoesmant of the crop and food supply position in
countries, couyled  with closer working-level contacts with Covsrnments
and WCOs. The analys!.s  of crop conditions through agrometeorolcgicsl and
remote  sensing techniques, which provide the CIEWS with inform&ion indepen-
dently from other data sources, has been urJed over the past years for
cross-checking and proved to be very useful.

81. The expanded application of computer5 in assisting the vllalysis  of the
CIEWS has resulted in great progress. Computers are used for the retrieval
of information from FAO’s remote sensing ARTEMS and the agrometeorological
database. This ha5 improved CIEWS’ process of processing information, which
has also increased the efficiency in the analysis of incoming information,
thereby expediting release of CIEWS reports. Horeover, CIEWS country monitors
have been provided with personal computers to access, process, record and
store statistical information in FAO’e mainframe. They have also acce5s  to
other sources. Country files are maintained by the CIEWS both for historical
data and forecasts on individual indicators. Furthermore,  computerized  spread
sheets are now available in respect of cereal supply/demand balances for all
countries monitored 271.

82. As one of the moat developed aystema for early warning in the
United Nations system, there is much to learn from FAO’s methodology and
experience, in particular the development of socio-economic indicators, method
of asses5ment,  computer application, etc.

2. Remote sensing techniques a/

83. FAO’s Remote Sensing Centre (ACRT)  w5a estebliehed  in 1980 following the
recommendation of the united Nations Conm\ittee  on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space (COPUOS)  that FA0 should establish a remote sensing  centre for renewable
natural resources. The Centre’s mein objective is to strengthen the salf-
reliance of developing countries in the application of remote sensing to
mapping, assessment and management of their sustainable development.
Particular emphasis is on remote sensing applications related to food
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production and food security in the least  developing countries.
On 1 January 1990, the Agrometeorological Group joined the Remote Sensing
!entre in order to facilitate integration of remote sensing and egrometaoro-
Logical data use for forecasting and monitoring of agricultural drought.

84. The ACRT provides CIEWS with information derived from satellite remote
sensing data, as well as the agrometeorological information based on ground
observations. While the satellite-based information is independent of other
data sources and systematically recorded over  Large areas, the agrometeoro-
logical information  is more accurate but representative only for locations of
the agrometeorological stations. Furthermore, ground observations may be
interrupted during the periods of war and civil strife, when the information
may be needed most urgently. Hence, integration of the remote sensing and
agrometeorological information in the GlEWS analysis process offers the best
approach for systematic monitoring of crop conditions in developing countries
at the regional and global scales during the vegetative BeaBons. Real-time
corrmtunication  between FA0 and counterpart national and regional institutions
in Africa will be possible through a dedicated satellite conununication system
DIAUA which is being developed by the European Space Agency in co-operation
with FAO.

C. United Wations University (UNU):  a Global Early  Warninn System  for
Displaced Persons (CEWS) under UNU Pro.lect

85. Unlike FAO’e CIEWS,  CEWS 291 under UMI project 301 was developed by
applying global modelling which is on the same Line as ORCl’s  approach.
Therefore, the information is processed by a computer. The global modelling
was firot used in the field of economics. The model used here is called the
“Future of Global Interdependence” model (FUG1 model), which is actually used
by DIESA  fov long-term forecasting J&C. On the basis of FUG1 model, CEWS was
developed >y supplementing subsystems to cover more tixtonsive  issues such as:
environment, population, 0nergy. food, social conditions and human rights.

86. The system has 4 categories of selected indicators which could affect the
displacement of persons: (i) destruction in environment; (ii) failures in
development; (iii) absence of peace and security; and (iv) violations of human
rights . These categories comprise the subsystems for GEWS. Each category
includes a number of subindicetors, each of which is rated nt the country
:Bvel  through questionnaire by experts. The network for this rating process
has been somewhat limited. Perticipation  of entities of the United Nations
system would enlarge the coverage arrG  volume of information and provide more
real i s t ic  data. In respect of each year, the computer draws A diagram for
each category of selected indicators t(i) to (iv)) and also for integrated
indicator5 . The diagram for each country should be examined f!eparately,
since the influence of indicators differs from one country to another.

07. In applying CEUS, actual forecast wus made on the risks of diBplaCBd
persons in Asia (13 countries) by ex,mining  each indicator. On the basis of
the changes made from 1980 to 1985, a forecast was made on the changes Likely
to be 50811  after 1985. This project forecast that, among the Asian countries,
the Philippines was to be seen as hewing  the highest “country risk”, i.e.,
attention must be paid to the Philippine5 as a country with a high risk of
generating displaced persons. This forecast proved to be correct.
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Importantly, this system is capable of making “scenario forecasting”;
for example, a9 to how many civilians would be likely to die, what factors
would affect the probability of large numbers of civilians becoming displaced
persons, what percentages of the population would be likely to become
displaced,  etc .

88. Gn the basis of CBWS which covered 13 countries in the Asian region,
the fifth-generation global model is under preparation. This will include
over 150 countries and regional unite to make a world-wide comprehensive
modelling system. It will  also include a more detailed classification of the
countries, thereby covering more extensive regions of the world. Such a task
will require interdisciplinary research work. In fact, the university which
was associated with this project will establish an Rngineering  Department and
the Institute of System Science in 1991. This  Inst i tute  wi l l  use  IBM
compatible computers so that GEMS will  be acceseibla to all  interested.
GEMS*  monitoring mode is very flexible and can be further shortened, if
necessary, by expediting the questionnaire handling process. This global
model will be completed before tho Institute is established so that this
will function as from April 1991.

89. Given that GEWS is an existing system specifically for refugees and
displaced persons which can be further developed to a world-wide system and is
also a flexible system which can be tailored to meet the needs, for instance,
by adding other indicators, it could serve as an important source of
information. Wow that this university will introduce GEWS  with IBB  compatible
equipment, it  will  be easy to have access to this system. Before developing
its own system, which would require an enormous amount of time, cost and
man-power, ORCI may use GRWS even on a tentative basis. Taking the early
warning information  provided by G&US as a basis, ORCI  could then concentrate
on its own analysis which is indeed its genuine mandate of “monitoring”
entrusted to  i t .

D. World Meteorological Oraanizotion  CWMO):  World Weather Watch
Pronronrme (WW)

90. WBO’o  WWW applies the satellite coeununication  network and processes the
information by computers. WWW has three main components:

(a) the Global Observing System (GOS),
(b) the Global Telecommunication System (GTS), and
(c) the Global Data-Processing System (GrPS).

91. The system functions as follows:

(a) @ comprises  faci l i t ies  on land,  at  sea, in the air and in outer
space, for the observation and measurement of meteorological elements.
There are today over 9,000 observing stations on land and 7,000 mobile ship
s t a t ions . However, the real progress in filling the gaps was made with the
rapid development of meteorological satellites and of automated observing
system. With GOS, every point on its surface is under surveillance twice per
day. GGS thus has been developed as a composite observing system which
produces every day approximately eight million characters of alphanumeric
observational  data for distribution regionally and globally.
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(b) Ga is e world-wide teleconununication  system for the rapid exchange
of the observational information as well as of analysed and processed
information, including forecasts, which are produced by GDPS. GTS conveys
over 15 million characters of alphanumeric data and 2,000 weather charts daily
operating with a high speed, automation and efficiency. GTS is composed of
three elements: the Main TeleconuraJnication  Wetwork (RTU)  and the Regional and
Uational Telecmnication  Wetworks. RTR  connects the three Uational
Meteorological Centres (UHCs) and 15 Regional Telecommunication Hubs (RTHs).
The data-processing speed is now at 19,200 bits per second, which means that
the information can be transmitted to all over the world in half an hour.
This owes very rmch to the introduction of computers and the gradual
automation of the telecommunicetion  centres in their functions of collecting,
sort ing, selecting and retransmitting vast amounts of data to various
dest inat ions. Within the arrangements made with the IARA for the early
notification message, the IA&A can be notified within three seconds.
GTS is also the instnanent for collecting meteorological information,
thereby a number of meteorological satellites are capable of receiving
information  from data-collection platforms which may be installed anywhere. within the cormnrnicetion range of the satellite.

(cl CDPS  is a network of world and regional computerized  data-
processing centres. It is not possible for every RRC to have the extensive
computer and telecommunication facilities and the expertise required to
process the ever-increasing volume of observational data end make use of the
up-to-date knowledge in numerical analysis and prediction techniques.
GDPS is the system of three World Meteorological Centres (WRCs)  (Melbourne,
Moscow and Washington D.C.) and was designed (together with GTS)  to ensure
access for every Member  to the processed information it needed for both
real-time and non-real-time applications. The three WHCs  now produce almost
350 analyses and forecasts daily while the Regional Meteorological Centres
between them make over 2,000 products.

92. The extension of the utilisation of GTS requires the discussion by the
Governing Body and the Congress of WHO, which mey agree provided that the
volume of information for transmission is very low. early  not i f icat ion
arrangements have already been made with the IARA. Moreover,  the Conference
on Disarmament has shown very keen interest in connection with the
veri f icat ion process . Thus,  technical ly ,  i t  i s  feas ible  for  ORCl to  have  link
with GTS so as to transmit emergency message rapidly to/from all over the
world and also to have access to processed information through GDPS.

8. United Uations Educational. Scientific  and Cultural
Orsanization (UNESCO): International Tsunami Warninn System (ITWS)

93. The ITWS was established by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Cormniasion  (IOC) of’UNESC0  after the great destruction caused by the Chilean
Tsunami in 1960 and the Alaskan Tsunami which focused attention on its need.
The International Tsunami Information  Centre (ITIC) was established in 1968
within a general mandate of mitigating the effects of tsunamis throughout
the Pacific, more specifically to insure dissemination of tsunami watnings;
to collect tsunami information  on a real time basis; to encourage tsunami
research; and to promote the exchange of scientific and technical perlronnel
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and date among the participating nations. The ITus is a system to provide
the ITIC with several measures to monitor early warning of tsunamis.

94. Present protective measures entail primarily the use of the existing
tsunami warning uystem  by employing advanced technological devices for data
collection and warning conuwnicatfone. Several countrfee which have developed
sophisticated warnine  systems have accepted the responsibility to share
warning information with other countriee  of the Pacific. Their reeourcee have
been integrated into the ITWs. The present Syetem makes use of 31 seismic
stations, 53 tide stations and 101 diseemine,tion  points throughout the Pacific
Bee in. The Pacific Tsunami Warning Centre (PTWC)  in Honolulu, operated by the
United States Uationel  Weather Service, is the operational Centre for the
system. The ITWS is to detect and locate major eerthquakee in the Pacific
region, determine whether they have generated tsunamis, and provide timely and
effective infotmetion and warnings to the population of the Pacific region in
order to minimize  the effect of the hazards. Functioning of the System begins
with the detection by any participating seismic observatory of an earthquake
of sufficient size to trigger the alarm attached to the seitmIo8raph  at tL&.
station. tarthquekes greater than 6.5 on the Richter scale are investigated.
On the receipt of date, PTWC collects the data and determines and computes
the magnitude of earthquakes. When reports from tide stations indicate that
Y tsunami poses a threat to the population in part or all of the Pacific,
a warning is transmitted to the dissemination agencies for relaying to the
public. The agencies then implement predetermined plans to evacuate people
from endangered areas. In addition to the ITWS, a number of regional uan\fng
systems have been established, or are being envisaged, some of which are to
warn the population in areas where tsunami frequency is high and immediate
response is necessary.

95. The ITWS  is the result of IOC*s involvement end active co-ordination.
It is one of the most successful international scientific progranunes  with
the direct responsibility of mitigating the effects of tsunamis. I t  is an
operational progrermne  with a direct hmniterien objective and ite value in
the protectian  of humen lives and the preservation of property cannot be
overemphaeized ,
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V. CO-OPERATION AND CO-ORDXUATIOY

96. Co-operation and co-ordination have not been easy in the light of the
decentralization  and fragmentation of the work of the United Rations
system. The report of the Group of 18 mentioned that “in this process of
institutional growth, eufficient  attention has not always been given  to
avoid overlapping of agenda end duplication of work. This is the case for
the United Rations itself end its affiliated bodies, eL well as for the
relationship between the United Rations and the specialized agencies.” Jz/,
and pointed out that “today*s structure is too complex, fragmental and
top-heavy” 221, This explains the difficult background for co-ordinai!on of
any kind both within the United Watione Secretariat end the system,
including early warning. The Group of Governmental Experts on International
Co-operation to Avert Rew Flows of Refugees concluder(, inter alia, that the
task of averting mass flows of refugees should require improved iuter-ne-
tional co-operation at all levels, in particular, in the framework of the
United rations 341.

97. Although the co-ordination related to early warning of refugee fLows
suffers from the same environment, the Inspectors feel that the problem
of this co-ordination is not insurmountable. Ao mentioned on several
paragraphs in this report,  the actual difficulty of co-ordination related
to early warnin of refugee flows is in the lack of suitable methodologies,
well-defined procedures end elteblished  mechanisms. To remedy this defi-
ciency, what is required ie to take appropriate and concrete measures on a
system-wide basis.

A. Interdevertmentol co-operation

98. Within the Secretariat of the United Wations,  although there has been
no lack of information, there are no binding rules and guidelines to
consolidate the necessary information for developing early warning
capacity. There is no regular consultative mechanism for early warning,
thereby resulting in the lack of awareness and consciousness of the
officials and offices concernad.

99. With a view to the rationelizetion and co-ordination of the
dineemination  of news and political analysis activities in a number of
United Rations departments and offices, ORCI had initiated efforts to
obtain up-to-date, publicly available information so as to enable it  to
“institute expeditiously the most appropriate means of preventive diplomacy
in port iculer  s i tuat ions  of  tens ion and potont ia l  conf l ict”  21.
These efforts may provide some basis for early warning systems; however,
CRC1 has not been very successful1 in receiving replies. Its nrandate  does
not seem to be well known to many departments end orgenizations, even to
those which should be in close contact with it,

100. Despite the specific mendeto given, ORCI’e position within the Secre-
tariat may not be prevailing in real terme. ORCI alone would not be able to
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aeeume its functions without relevant end specif ic information  which meny
other entities of the United Nations system mey possess. This indicates the
need for bilateral agreements for modelities of mutual co-operation which
could be useful for other entities,  bearing in mind that ORCI could in turn
provide epecif ic end enelytical  informati  011, combined with early warning
indicet ions, As elroauj  mentioned (see pares. 50 end 78), there exieto
bilateral  co-operation batwoen ORCl  and DPI, the modalities of which need to
be strengthened. In this regard, meny useful agreement.8 concluded for
operational purposes may be examined.

101. There are some difficulties regarding the use of conununicetion
equipment for transmission of information. The offices of the
United Nations system have developed the use of new tachnologiee  in
cozunui.ication  equipments which are not necessarily compatible.
Offices of UWHCR, merry of which are located on the country border away
from the capitol, have very often cormnunicetion  problems, although they
endeavour to use other means like radio-telecozonunicetion  system which can
be available et U#DP  or outside of the United Rations system. Thus, in the
f ie ld,  sharing of  of f ice  fac i l i t ies ,  part icular ly  exis t ing comamication
systems for early warning purposes, needs to be rationelized end improved.
On the other hand, positive developments have been mede in this regard.
Among the entities which have wide field ectfvities, UNICEF end UNDP have
particularly good inter-office communication eysteme for electronic mail by
us Lng computers. A great progreue has also been made in comWnicetion
eystem of UNICe,  24 of which are now equipped with mini-computers with
electronic-mai  1 capec it ies . TechnicaLly  epeaking,  ORCI could have access to
those existing inter-office communication systems to facilitate the work.

102. The United Nations annual average expenditure on conbnunication
(i.e. telex, cables and telephone cells) is over US$ 12 million, which is
paescd to commercial circuits, in addition to US$ 1 million on rented
circuits and equipment. The United Nations’ communication network has still
been making a rapid progress towards for a more enhanced and economical
network 351.- .- In view of the erowine;  need for more effective and compre-
hensive  network, the application of satellite conmtunication  end earth
stations should further be developed. In addition, in the eree of adminie-
tration and menegement, a priority was Riven to the modernizetion of
menagument information systems and the Krrt  egretod Henegement  Lnf otmetion
System (ILLS)  is under way. Once all the phases of the IRIS  eve imple-
mented, thie would result in extensive improvement end streamlining of
inter-off ice  cormnunication  in  the  United Nat ions  in  th is  at-de. Such en
improvement would be an asset tor increasing the early warning capacity of
the United Wetione.

103. Tasks to achieve good co-ordination at the United Nations Secretariat
tend to be vory complex, cumbersome and non- rational. There are several
offices mandated to deal with co-ordination at the United Nations
Headquerters. Apart from ORCI, which has a merrdate to ;nonitor early waning
of poli+ ice1 and humanitarian questions, ODGIDIEC for instance has a mandate
to ensure effective response by the United Nations system in the field of
disarter end other emergency situations and oxerciba overllll co-ordination
within the system to ensure a multidieciplincry  approach tc the problems of
development on a system-wide basis. The Unit for Special Rmereency
Prograrmnes  of the Department for Special Political Questions, Regional
Co-operation, Decolorrization and Truoteeship  has been co-ordinating
emwrgency  operations in Africa. Hany  other offices have a co-ordinating
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role in their own m&wd&Ito  8s Wall, Nono of thee0 offices, however, 8re
directly oriented towards co-ordination proper in respect of early WlrrniIM
of rofugoe flows. Thoreforo,  for early warning purposes, there is 8 need
to establish 8 regular consultative mechanism at the Unitod Netione
!;08dqU8rtOrS  and Streemline  t8SkS for co-Wdinetion. In addition, ORCI
could also bo invited to perticipato  in inter-agency meetings orgonizod,
for instance, by ODWDIPC  so that ORCl will keep abreast of operational
8CtiVitiOS and make some contributions in8smUCh  8s it possesses an eno1.?nous
amount of information  end 8n8lysed data.

8. Inter-8RencY CO-ordination

104. There exist already bilateral co-operation and inter-agency
co-ordination for operational purposes. FOt? I38r1)’ W8t‘lliIlg  pUL'pOSe8,
howovor, there is no regular mechanism to consolidate relevant information
to  the  central  o f f i c e ,  al though m8ny indiv idual  and sporadic  act ions  were
taken on 8 case-by-case basis. To the extent that 8iVing early  Warning
signs requires 8 systemetic  methodology with intersectoral and multi--
disciplinary approach, close co-,operetion  and good CO-Ordin8tiOn  are
essent ia l .

105. With respect to early warning of refugee flows, there 1n8y be various
approaches f o r  co-ordination, one of which was presented by the Assistant
Secretary--General  for ORCI before  the Commission on Human Rights in 1989.
On the basis of the recommendations of the Group, the Asoistant
Secretary-General 8dV8nCed  views which could provide the ground for
co-ordination in respect of early warning for refugee flows. F i r s t ,
monitoring continuously all potential outflows should be the primary
resuonsibilily  of offices such as UNHCR, UNDRO and ORCI. Second, giving
continuing attention to ways and means of averting new m8ssive  flows of
refugees should be 8 Sh8red resPonsibility  of the United N8tiOns system.
Third, analysing the infotmetion, so 8s to obtain an early assessment on the
situations which might give r i s e  to flows of refugees, should be 8 lead
resvot:sibilitv  o f  ORCl. Fourth, co-ordineting within the Secreteriet’;;f  the
efforts of United Nations organs, sp6cielized  8genCieS end of Hember States
concernec! for timely 8nd more effective action should be a shared resnonsi-
bility of the United Nations system. Finally,  malting the necessary infor-
mation available to the competent United Nations organs in consultation
witn the States directly concerned should also be 8 shared resDonsibil.ity
theraof . The Aseistant Secretary-General also indicated, inter elie,
that "8 coneultetive  arrangement among the ORCI, UNHCR, UNDRO and other
agencies for assessing information and situations end for identifying
opt?one for the Secretary-General" and “an arrangement for rapid consul-
tat-one in cases of urgent r.eed" should be some o f  the criteria for
co-ordination 37/.-

106. The Inspectors concur with the views advanced b:; the AoSiSt8nt
: .jcretary-General  .:or ORCI. II: part iculer,  from the menner  of involvement
in early warning-related ac! ivities, they consider that ORCI, UNHCR, the
Centre for Human Rights, UMHO,  FA0 a.-d UNIBCO  could take a joint initiative
in promoting the development of an effective early warning system. In this
respect, ORCl  could take the lead responsibility 8s pert of its monitoring
function. These bodies, nonetheless:  could be supported by others which

/ . l .
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have certain ectivitiee of some relevance in order to share the responei-
bility. As procticel  measures, it would be very useful for ORCl to invite,
aY Yoon 8. poesible,  all of these entitiea  for preliminary discuseions
without waiting for the establishment of mechenieme. The Inspectore are
convinced that such coneultetive  arrangements 8nd close co-operation would
offer 8 good basis for co-ordination.

107. As already  mentioned in paragraph 38, ORCI,  h8S met some difficulties
in it5 efforts to seek co-operation from relevant entities of the
United Nations system. Given that early warning should be a Yyetem-wide
task, the Inspectors feel that entit ies, particularly those which ore
already involved in related activities, should respond more positively to
such ef forte.

108. Despite the General Assembly’s appeal mode in it5 resolution 441164 for
“strengthenad co-ordination among the relevant parts of the United Nation5
system, eepecielly  ORCI,  aY well as the Office of UUHCR,  the Centre for
Humar\  Rights and the relevant Speci8liYed  ager~cies.“,  there is no rewlor
consult8tive  meCh8niSm  et the inter-agency level in reSpOCt of t3arly  weaning
of posoible refugee flows. The higheet leadership of the orgonieations of
the United NetiOnS  system should recogniee  an urgent need to eetablieh  a
etretegy  on this subject in a co-ordineted  end ayetemotic  manner. In the
Inspectors * opinion, there is 8 possibility within the Administrative
Committee on Co-ordination (ACC)  to provide an appropriate forum for
diYc:*lsionY  with a view to working out necessary meaYures  and procedures for
the wodeY  of co-operation.

109.  Admittedly, thero hnve been already Yome dovolopments  for 8 glob81
strategy, for oxampLe  within tho fremework of tho preparation  and
elaboration of an international development strategy for the Fourth
United Nations Development Decade. In its decision 1988/l, the ACC
requested tho Task  Force on Long-Term Development Objectives “to review
the ongoing work in the various parts of the system on trends 8nd problem5
relating to the 19908, to identify any additional studies that are needed,
and to euggest ways in which those studies could be prepared through
co-operative efforts.” UpOn the ACC Task Force, its Inter-Agency Technical
Working Group had 8 discussion ond prepared 8 report on “Monitoring
Development Progrees  During the Decade of the 1990s: Economic and Socivl
Indicators in 8 New Strategy for Development.” This etrtei led the following
eepocts:  (i) a comparative analysis of medium- and lone-r-  term economic und
social projections prepared by agencies for the period to the end of the
century, (ii) the identifiC8tiOn of economic 8nd social indicators relevant
for tho early identification, analysis and monitoring of world economic and
social developments, particularly indicators that measure tho social 8YpOCtS
of development end which might serve 85 guides in 8 strategy to be intple-
mer.:ed in  an act ive  menner, and (iii) way5  and means of integrating social
and environmental factor5 into the verioue  qusntitotive  f rvnleworks
n8intained by agencies for projection purposes. Nevertheleeo  , theae
efforts are directed towards economic and social development end fall
under projection and forecasting exercises r8thYr than warnings.

110. Since all the problems ore interlinked  and Yhould be examine4 from 8
glob81 perspectiV5, similar efforts my be encouraged in the humanitarian
are88 for warning purposes - The ACC Yhould take an initiative in uddroesing
the issue. It may establish 8 trrek force to discuss specifically early
warning of refugee f low5 and comperoble  emergencies to which ORCL, UNHCR,
Centre for Krmen Rights, UNDHO, FA0 and UNESCO, and other relevant entities
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may bo invited . The Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions
(Operation81  Activities) (CCSQ(WR,)  already included on its agenda an item
Jn refugoo flows, othur comparable amergenciee and development.
Given that the CCSQ (OPS) had experience 21 of diecussiq the system-wide
co-ordination on emergency management, i t  i s  wel l  p laced to  discuse ear ly
warning of possible refugee flows. It may be necessary for CCSg(OPS)  to
establish a technical working group in order to eolicit  working-level
contacts to discusa practical matters. In elaborating the possible
procoduros to be followed, experimental procedures established by the
Centre for Human Rights may be taken into consideration as an exemple
(eee pare.  45).

111, The eystem-wide  good co-ordination should be based on systematic
administration and management of information on varioue  aepccte. In order
for the entities to contribute efficiently  to early warnine, they may take
lrecessary measures to set up in-house groups or de8iSnste officials to
msnage  information  related to early warning and restructure the method of
work, i f  necessary. Such efforts would perpetuate a eolid and strewmlined
network of the United Nations system  for early warning purpoeee.

112. Gpecial  arrangements are necessary in case of emergenciee  when
information should be transmitted by the most rap!.d mean8 of connnunication.
This is how a co-ordinated mechanism of the United Nations syetem would be
moot useful, by sharing facilities and services. Different exieting  means
for conmwnication  exposed above sugseet that the United Nations system etill
offers  onormoua poss ibi l i t ies  for  extending communication  network,  in
particular in case of emergencies.

113. Until very recently, as pointed out by d JIU report. on the changing use
of computers 21, opecialfzed  agencies word not authorized  to use the
United Nations communication network for their own traffic because of the
provisions of the International Telecommunication Convention of 1947.
Therefore, they had to develop the use of conunercial lines, although
exceptions hove been given in cases of emergency. Now that the Plenipo-
tentiary Conference of the ITU in 1989 agreed to authorize fi/ its use by
specialised sSencies, there will  be “signif icant co-operative and opera-
tional benefits and cost savings” fi/ in the area of teleconununication for
specialised agencies. This would certainly contribute to the further
development of early warning system. In order to implement this amendment,
a technical panel of intereatsd organisations , under the chaicmenehip  of the
United Nations as the owner and operator of the network, will be establiehed
to study the potential use of the network by the agencies and its impli-
cations, both from technical Ind administrative points of view.

114. A nutllber  of off ices and organizatfons  have established databases on
msnagerial  or substantive aspects although they vary fn scope and nature.
As far as they provide a good background as well as relevant information,
arrangements could be made to make these data available to the central
off ice. Even if data are not computerised, they should be t ranmnitted as
they are, since they could also provide a good basis for monitoring.
These data should be supplemented by databases developed outside of the
United Nations system, for example, by intergovernmental organizations,
MGOs,  research inst i tutes ,  e tc .

115. From a long-term and global perspective, en?-it.ies  involved in early
warning should take into account research results which exist in the
United Nations system, for instance, by UNU, UNITAR,  DIESA,  UNESCO, etc.
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Importantly, after discussing co-operation between rUsearch  inetituteo,
the General Asscrmbly adopLed  at. its forty-fourth session a resolution 441175
which, ,inter alia, encouraged 0915,  , , the Secretary-General to continue to
explore new modalities for greater interfacing amone United Nations research
bodies, endorses the proposals of the Secretary-General and requests the
Director-General for Development and International Economic Co-operation to
or8aniee  a meeting of United Nations research institutes with a view to
enhancing practical co-operation among them, particularly in regard to the
formulation and implementation of their prograrmnee  and plans”. Such a
meeting took place in July 1990. It is important that this practice
continue by providing extrtnsively  an intellectual input to decision-makero.
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C .  Field-level co-omratign

116. Given the wide&pread  field represantation  of the United  Uationo systwa,
contributions from its field offices to early warnine, particularly those
which are located  in the refugee-prone countries or neighbouring countries,
would be of paramount importance. The fact that a majority of theoe field
offices are located in developins countries addo to their importance,
because underdevelopment is one of the major elements to compound the
vulnerability of the populations who may be compelled to move away from
their areas. Thus, the location in these countries and familiarity with
their conditions would undoubtedly raise the importance of contributions by
field off ices to early warning. Their contacts with NGGs, many of which
have direct involvement in root causes , also add to their importance.

117. Co-ordination at the field level  also suffers from inconobstencieo  and
requires streamlining. Since field offices activities differ in mandate and
acopo,  the exchange and share of information and intersectoral consultations
at the field level would be crucial in order to make useful contributions to
early warning. Yet, no systematic measures for field-level co-operation
with regard to early warning have been taken, while aood modem of
co-operation for operational activities have been in place among different
offices and entities of the United Nations system. Thus, there io great
ocopo for developing regular and systematic field-level co-operation for
early warning purposes instead of relying on individual relationships on a
case- by-case basis.

110. Since fL ‘d offices have different coverages such as at regional,
subregional and country levels, the co-operation in the field requires
sarioue discussion and careful examination for exploring the potential
development of early warning capacity. The Inspectors have learned, from
the discueeions  in the  f ie ld,  that  off ic ia ls  of  f ie ld  offices are  convinced
about their important role to play and are very keen about their contri-
butions to an early warning system, if the mechanisms are established and
L~etructions  are given. It would be very necessary to co-ordinate the work
of field representatives specifically for early waning of refuges flows.
The Inspectors believe that United Nations resident co-ordinators could play
an essential role in this regard. Further,  there is also a specific need
for subregional consultations, particularly in the subregions where there
exist frequently refugee nrobleme.

/ .I.
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V I . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl4HRNDATIO#S

A. Hain conclus ions

119. The Ifamber  States of the United lotions heve placed and continue to
place the greatest importance on the establishment, operation and
development of a global  watch system for early warning purposes in the
political, economic , social and humanitarian sectors. The General Asoembly
dealt with tha question of early warning of refugee flows in various
raaolutiono. Houever, it has not been established as a regular component of
work in the United Nations ayatem to date , and even its concept is not very
familiar. Ten yaaro have already passed since the General Assembly firat
took up the eubject . Yet, the problem of refugee flows has becom even more
crit ical . In the light of the importance and urgent need of the early
waninS ayetan, the Inspectors feel that strategies, should be established
both for short- and lonaer-term  objectivea.

120. The Secretary-.Generrl of the United Nations has shown keen interest
from the inception of his mandate and demonstrated a high degree of
initiative in amphasieina the importance of early warning activities in the
political and humanitarian  sectors. The Secretary-Genaral~s  decision
to establish ORCI  was not only a responoe to the resolutions cf the
Ganeral  Aaaambly but also a concrete manifestation of hie determination to
orSonire the Secretariat, no as to ensure that he was provided as soon aa it
became available with information which would enable him to react to threat9
to the peace or to humanitarian eanaraenciea,  as well as to have information
analyses and recomamdationo  to help him in discharging his reeponsibilitiee.

121. ORCI  was thuo deoianated  to assist the Secretary-General in the
dischorSe  of his early warnins responsibilities in the political and
humanitarian sectors. ORCI provides the Secretary-General with infomation
and analyoio which has already enabled him to undertake discreot  action in a
number of aituatione. However, there is a need to further strengthen its
caprci ty and mandate. yirat, ORCI  has overwhelming conetrainto from an
rdministrative,  financial and otaffing point of view, in eompatison with the
magnitude  and complexity of functiono entrusted to it. T o  e s t ab l i sh  an
effective early warnina  syatam, it  is a preraquioite  for ORCI  to be provided
with oufficient staff, odequate budSet and appropriate equipment, particu-
larly for data managamant  purposes. Secondly, not sufficient emphoaie  hao
been placed on the monitoriry of early wsrning  of refugee flows, which is
ona of the functions of OPCI; therefore, more concentration on the
developmsnt of appropriate methodology, including the finalixation  of
speci f ic  indicators ,  i s  urgent ly  required. Without this effort, ORCI would
always be in a difficult position to Set co-operation from other parts of
tha United Yations eystem. In re-examining its methodology, ORCI  is required
to take into account exioting monitoring techniques in other entities of the
United Motions system. ’

122. Purthemore, ORCX hoe not  taken suff ic ient  in i t iat ives  in deVelOpin
co-operation and co-ordination between/among the entities concerned of the

/ . . .
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United Uatione  eyatem aimed at developing early wanin of refugee flowo.
On the other hand, ite efforto  have been jeopardised  by a remitkant
atmoephere which induced even bureaucratic oppooition and adminiotrative
reluctance. Another element ie ORCl’s  mandate which nnly covers the
United lotlone Secretariat. lotin that ouch cLrcumetanceo  %&Id not lead
to oucceeaful development of clooe co-operation and good co-ordination
within the United lotion@ ay&a, ie need to overcome theoe obotecleo.

123. Another consideration is that even in offices which can play an
important role in early warning of pooeible  refugee flow@,  the information
ie not organized  in such a manner as to be ueeful. There is a need to
establish in-houoe grmpo or deoisnate officials reoponeible  for
adminietration  and management of information related to early waning within
the entities concerned, so that they could consider restructuring their
infonnation a8 appropriate data.

124. The fact that refugee  flows are induced by multiple and complex root
causes eugseeto  that early waning requires gpod, cyotem-wide, co-ordination
machinery. However, there ie no oyotematic  co-ordination on early warnina-
related activitieo  concerning refugee flowa , either in the United tiationo
Secretariat or in the United Uationo  system as a whole. Qiven the inmenae
potential of the United lotions oystem, backed up by ito wide ocope and
conununication channels, there io conoiderable  room to enhance the early
warning activities related to refugee flowe. Without co-operation from all
relevant parts of the United Watior.8  system, buildin  an early warning
capacity would be an impossible took. In order to be able to operate
efficiontLy  an early warlning  oyotem,  drawing upon the resources of the
United Natione syatem, it muct aaaure that information from relevant parts
of the United Nations system io transmitted ae rapidly as pocsible to the
central office for monitoring where it io analyoed and evaluated so a8 to
provide intellectual assiotance to decioion-makers  in diecher8ing their
responeibitfes. The rapid transmission, pooling and analysis of information
ie, therefore, 8 crucial feature of an early warning system. However, there
are no binding rules or Suidelines to implement theoe  criteria. There
should be a central focal point within the United UotCons  eyotem for
monitorin  of refuge0 flows. It would be necessary that the highest levelo
of the leadership of the secretariats of the United lotions eyetem recognize
the importance of early waxing capacity and initiate a dialogue to worlc  out
practical measures for better modes  of co-operation and co-ordination of
early warning activities. The lnepectors are convinced that the esta-
blishment of en efficient early warning rydtem in a co-ordineted manner
would further be enhanced by ORCl’e  input8 to other entities of the
United Netionrr by PrOViding  them with analytical and evaluative I {minga  on
the incipient  s i tuat ions, thereby leading to improved mutual co-operation
which would elao be of great oueistence to them in undertaking operational
activitiee.

125. Some entities like ORCl,  UIHCR,  and the Centre for Human Rights, a8
well UNDRO, FA0 and UIESCO,  are involved in monitoring factors related to
refugee florm or have developed particular methods. The Inspectors consider
them as a nucleus body which will play a key role in early warning of the
United Nations system in the area of refugee flows. There must be a high
degree of co-operation among these entitiee . Furthermore, they should work
in close co-operation with a supportinn  srouR of entities  such as ODWDLEC,
URDP,  DPI , WFP and WO. Each of them being involved in some aspects of early
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warnin  activitieo within their respective mandatee,  they should be
incorporated in the development procetm of inter-a8ency  co-operation and
co-ordination concerning early uarnin8 of poooible refu8ee flows.

126. In the field, reoident  co-ordinators play an eeeemtial  role in
co-ordination anon8 repreoentativee of variouo entities of the
United Rationo  oyotam tr, carry out operational activities for development
at thr country level. For thio reataon,  it would be appropriate for resident
co-ordinatoro to also co-ordinate early warnin of refusee flow in the
field in clooe c+operation  with UUHCR”s  repreeentativeo.

127. The use of new technology would be a key to strengthen an early warning
capacity of the United Iiatione  oyottm  since it is inevitably related to
information handling and data management. While the United lotions zystem’s
we of advanced technolo8y. eopecially  computers, har certainly been
eXtendin  and its commmication  network hoe been gradually enhanced,
different entities of the United Uationo eyotem use their own advanced
cquter tochnolo8y in their own manner and little attempt hoe been made to
seek compatibility of oyotam. Adminiotrative  and technical arrangements
are neaeooary  to have an acceao to the exioting  equipment and conmumication
syottma 10 a8 to achieve the higheet poecible de8ree of ohacing facilities.
In particular, even the derignated office for monitxing early warning
(ORCI)  lo not &quipped  with appropriate computer equipment, nor hae
developed many links with external useful databaoee.

128. Although not mch attention hat been paid to the results produced by
reoearch bodieo which could have provided uoeful intellectual input to
operation-oriented entitieo from a ions-term  and global perspective, variouo
aspects of early warnina have been examined and studied by numerous research
institutes all over the world. UWJ represento  a salient example by deve-
lopin clone co-operation with other reoeorch  institutea  ae well a8 opera-
tional entities which form its extenoive network. It will b e  necessary for
ORCI to ertablieh  and develop lfnko with much research,  scientific and
expert0 couwnitieo 90 aa to enlar8e the mope and modernize  the approach
to early warnin  iseues. There is a further need for networking in the
United lOationo  #y&em  betwen/amon8  reoearch bodies aimed at the dioeemf-
nation of their reoewch  reeulto.

/ . . .
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B .  Recmdations

129. In the li8ht of the findings of this report, the following
recwndationd  are offered:

In order to introduce early warning a8 a regular component of work and
to increase the early usming capacity of the United Uatione syotsm in
refugee matters by improving ito co-ordination, the MC should:

(a) include in the agenda of its fOrthCan\inB  oesoion  an itean on early
warning of possible refugee flows and further consider this subject from
time to time as needed (pares. 108, 110 and 124);

(b) designate a central focal point of the United Uations system for
the co-ordination and monitorin of factors related to possible refugee

flows (pares. 106, 108 and 124);

(c) establish a working group on early wstning of refugee flows,
consisting of representatives of ORCI, URHCR,  Centre for Human RiRhte,
UUDRO, FA0 and UNESCO, as well as those of ODWDIEC,  UUDP, DPI, UFP and WHO,
to work out practical measures for modes of co-operation and procedures to
develop an effective early warning system for refugees (poras.  106 and 125);

(d) set forth a regular inter-agency consultative mechanism which
should consider concrete cases of early warning of possible refusee  flows
and meet urgently in case of  emergencies (ORCI  and URWR  serving as the
joint convener and secretariat of  such a meckanimn)  (pares. 108 and 124);
and

(e) make arrangements for United Uations  resident co-ordinatore to
serve as co-ordination Points  for early warning of refugee  flows in the field
(pares. 117, 118 and 126).

pecmendation  lo. 2

The Secretary-General should mske administrative arrangements
(financial, staffing, etc.) for ORCl  within the resources available aiming
at increasing the capacity of this Office in early warning of refugee flows
(paras. 39, 75 and 121).

@commendation  Uo. 3

Further to the MC’s decisioi&s  related to recommendation lo. 1,
the executive heads of relevant orgsnizetions  of the United Wations system
should make internal  arrangements as may be appropriate with a view to
Otrengthening  early warning activities related to refugee flows, and
parliculerly  by:
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(a) asuurinR  the rapid tranmnission  of information to ORCI and to
the executive heads of specialieed  agencies which may aosist th8
Secretary-General to discharge his r8sponsibilitiee for early warnin  of
pooeible  refusee  flowa and may enable the organizations to addr8ss more
efficiently the problems in undertaking their operational activities
(parse. 16, 114 and 124);

(b) taking measur88  to reorganize,  wherever necessary, relevant
infomation within th8iC respective orR8nization  or office and etr8n6th8n
their infomation manaRem8nt  methods for better contributions to  early
warnin (pares. 111 and 123); and

(c) mSkin8 n8c8ss8ry  adIh¶iatratiVe  and technical arrangemente  so 8s
to achieve the hiRheot  posoible dear88 of sharing of equipment and comuni-
cation facilities within the United Uations  system, in particular at the
field level (parao.  101, 112 and 127).

$ecvdation t?o. 4

With a view to expediting  the work related to early uarninR of poooible
CefUR88  flows, ORCI ohould:

(a) r8consid8r its methodologies to develop an eff dive system for
early  warnin  of possible refugee flown, particularly by takinl) into account
eXistin methods 8nd techniques fOC aumftorin8  within and outside of the
United Uotions system (paras. 38, 74-93 and 121);

(b) 8iv8 a priori ty  to th8 f inal isat ion of specif ic  indicators
concernin  root causea of refuRe8 outflowa  (paras. 38, 77, 78 and 121);

(c) take an initiative in promotin8 consultative discussions with
entities which msy contribute to early warnin (paras. 38, 106 and 122);
and

(d) further dOV8lOp linko with existin  databases within the Secre-
tariat 8nd th8 United lotions syotem , aa well  as with external sources
(paras.  76, 114 and 127).

~ecounnendation  llo. 2

(a) ihItiti8a inVOlV8d in early Wat'ninR  of C8fUR8e  flows should pay
more attention to the Ces8aCCh  results of several  inStitUtiOns (e.8. UtW,
UUITAR, DIBSA,  UNESCO, 8tc.) with a Viw t0 bmefitin8 fCOI0 th8 int8118CtUal
input of these institutions for their operational activities (parse. 115
a n d  128);  end

(b) research institutions of the United Motions system ohould rnslre
more 8ffOCtE  t0 dismaminote infOt%UtiOth  on their work related t0 818Ct
function by sendin their products to the entities involved
(parem.  61 and 128).

/ . . .
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A/ The embracement of the category of internally dieploced  persons in
this report does not imply the authors * intention to intervene into internal
affairs of sovereign States. It is because the authnrs  consider that,
in order to efficiently provide humsnitarian  oesistance to the countrieo in
need, the organizations  of the United Uetions  should always be prepared for
appropriate measures and actions before the events erupt and the Governments
concerned oak for their assistance.

a/ See pora. 4(e)  of General Aas8mbly resolution 42/169.
See also 44/236.

21 The examination of specific root causes of refugee flows would merit
a particular in-depth study, which is beyond the scope of this report.
This report, however, takes them into consideration, inter aLL4,  to the
extent that they influence the division of work among the entitieo of the
United lotions system with a view to 8stablishinB an appropriate network
of early worning through CO-OpeCatfOn  and orrangemente.

91 K. Rupeeinghe, “The Quest for a DiSaSt8C  Early WarninS  System Giving
a Voice to the Vulnerable”, Bulletin of Peace Prouosals,  Vol. 18, 190.2,  1987,
p. 218. Sea also other erticles by the sag author: “Early WarnLnB  and
Conflict Resolution”. A discussion paper. PRIO Report Uo. 4, July 1989;
“Some Conceptual Problems with Early Wamin68”.  in Bulletin of Peacg
ProPosals,  lo .  2 ,  1989,  p. 20; “Ethnic Conflict, Human Rights end Early
Warnings”, in UNESCO Yearbook for Peace and Conflict Studies 1986; published
by Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut, 1988.

S/ See L. Driike, “Preventive Action for Refugee Producing Situ&ions”,
Peterlang, Frankfurt e.n., Bern, Wew York and P&de, 1990.

&/ Report of the Secretary-General on the York of the Organization,
A/38/1, p. 2.

11 Report of the Secretary-General on the Work of the Organization,
A/43/1, section VIII, p. 11.

g/ Report of the Secretary-General on the Work of the Orgonization,
1989, A/44/1, section IV, p. 5.

g/ A/381538.

101 See A/42/314, p. 17. See also A/42/314 - R/1987/77.

111 E/1990/80.

121 Reform  and Renewal in the United Rations: Progress Report of the
Secretary-General on the Implementation of General Assembly  Resolution
41/213, A/42/234, p8C8.  19.

Q/ ST/SCB/225, 1 March  1987.

131 Report of the Group of High-Level  lntergovemnental  Experts,
Supplement Uo. 49, (A/41/49), see Recommendation 18.
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u/ See Lance Clark, #elaqc\ed  Constraints on 8erlv Warnina  &&l!&,M
IJNHC~  (And what to do about thm? 1, Refugee Policy Group (RPO),  Centre for
Policy Anolysibl  and Beoearch on Refugee Issues, UashingLon  D.C., !lSA,

rnina c f  Rafuxee Flowg; u.; Conductinq,pn.&erlv

u/ Resolution 21 on the Jituetion  in Pakistan, Report of the
Sub-Commibzion on Prevention of Discrimination and Proteclt$m  of liinoritiee,
thirty-eighth sess ion, E/C#.4/19!36:5;  E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/57,  1985, p. 102.

u/ R. Cohen, “Introducing Aeiugee Issues into the United Nations Humor.
Rights ;genda”, Refugee Policy (Erirlrp,  Washington D.C., J.S.A., January 1990,
p. 9 .

xl See DP/199C/6b.

u/ yorld Rconornic  Suryz 1989 (United Nations publication, Sales MO.
E.89.II.C.l ar,d CorriRendrrm),  special issues, section II.

a/ UMLCBF in IWhiovIe, UUICEF,  AddLs Ababa, 1987.

a/ U#EP Report No, 1 (19811, mrthwatch an In-Denth Review, UWRP,
tioirobi.

a/ A/44/622, p, 13.

a/ At present, it has a COMPAQ 386125 PC (300 lib storage capacity) and
two workstations (COMPAQ  286 PC with 40 Mb) which were installed in March
1989. Tho COMPAQ 386 is connected to a modem to access to BNCS  mainframe
and Telenet. ORCI has not eotabliehed links with external computer
inotalletione  other than UBXIS  and UlIBUET  of UIDHO. One of the COHPAQ  2146
PC is connected through an Asyme  Data Interface (ADI) to the Wan8 VS system
located at the Office Automatcc-Service  which routes the connection to the
UYCS mainframe. Regarding t:;4’b,ware , other than word-proceseing  package,
ORCI has acquired several so;‘(;wme packages (such as: Paradox 2.0, a
fl’ltabaoe  management system; dSose III Plus, also a database management
system; LOTUS l-2-3, spreadsheet; Harvard Graphics; wordperfect,  word
processing; Harvard Total Project Manager; end CASCOU).

291 URXIS is a comerciel  electronic libracv containing a large number
of major United St&es and European Rnglish-language  newspapers, wire
services and mgszineu , au well as of reference books, opecialized  journale
and many other sources. There is areat scope for developing the possible
link with external dotabaseo existing in the United Wetions system and other
swrcea.

a/ Cf. CQS:8Cr/5, Jan. 1989, FAO; Methodology for the Assessment of the
Food Supply Situation and Requiremento  for Exceptional Assistance Ariaing
from Crop Failure or Utrusual  Crop Surpluses, March 1987.

a/ Guidelines for Use by FA0 Crop Assessment to Africa, October 1985.

a/ CQS:S9/5,  93. ci&.
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a/ “Remote sensing” means the observation of a target (object) by
means of a device (sensor) which is eeparated  from the target by a certain
distance. A technical definition is given in the international “Convention
on the Delivery and Use of Date from Remote Sensing of the Earth from Outer
Space” (signed on 19 May 1978).

a/ Displaced persons in this system include both internationally and
internally dieplecod  persons.

01 “Refugee Problems in Asia”, Report of the Study Group cn Refugee
Problems, jointly established by the URU and Institute of Aaian StudFes,
Soka University; “A Supplementary Report on the Global Early Warning System
for Displaced Persons”, by Dr. A. Oniehi; see also A. Onishi,  “Qlobal  Early
Warning System for Displaced Persons: Interlinkages of Rnvironment,
Development, Peace and Human Rights”, in Technical Forecastinq  and Social
Chauge  3  , 1987, pp. 26Q-299.

a/ For short-term forecasting, DIESA  uses a *‘Project Link” system.

3J/ A/41/49,  p. 1.

a/ h/41 /324.

g/ A/42/234 and Corr.1,  pera. 18,

&/ At the outset, it was composed of two primor) operating centres in
Geneva and New York interconnected by leesed  conrmercial  circuits (AVDB
circuits) which now also Idnk United WatLons Headquarters in New York with
United Nations offices and regional economic conuniesions (Addis Ababa,
Baghdad, Bangkok, Nairobi, Santiago, V.‘ennab  and major peace-keeping
centres (in Jerusalem, Yaquora, Teheran, Baghdad, Rawalpindi,  Islamabad,
Kabul, Luanda and Windhoek) . There are also toletype-only circuits between
New York and Lagos, Ctireva and Rome, and London and Paris.  These circuits
are supplemented by a satellite conmunicetion network using INTELSAT
Atlantic space segments \d earth stations owned and operated by the
United Nations in New Y. Cyprus, Jerusalem and Waquora, although this
satellite system ie primar;ly  used for peace-keeping. ACCIS 891025,
para. 2 . 1 .

31f A/441622,  para. 8.

s/ Under the agenda item on “capacity of the United Wetions syotem to
respond to emergencies”, see CRP.  1 of ACC/1985/3; under the agenda item on
“modalitLes  of integrating food aid and emergency assistance into other
development aid”, 808 CRP. 3 of ACC/1588/7. See also ACC/1990/OP/CRP.S.

>A/ The Changing Use of Computers in Organizations  of the
United Nations System in Geneva: “anagement  It~sues, A/40/410.

40/ The Plenipotentiary Conference of the ITU, Wice, Fcancb,  Hay 1989;
resolution No. COlM/l.

411 JIU, u.,- pare. 188, p. 38.


